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Raising Disabilities Awareness
"Walk and Roll in My Shoes" encourages students to identify and understand challenges peers face.
ERIN HALL

Norungolo said. These invisible diagnoses
include Cystic Fibrosis, Scoliosis, Cancers,
Cardiovascular disease and more. Physical
Many are unaware of the accessibility
Disabilities that are visible to the naked
options that are available for physically
eye such as a knee tear, broken arm or
disabled students and faculty at Clemson
someone needing a wheelchair are known as
University. While Clemson offers several ways
low incidents.
of transportation such as The CAT Bus, Tiget
To issue a handicap petmit to a student,
Transit and more, there are also new programs
a specific procedure is followed. "If you
that are designed to assure available parking have gone through the process of getting a
and transportation to the physically disabled.
handicap permit, then you have brought in
The Student Disability Services and Parking
a medical or psychological documentation
and Transportation Services at Clemson have
to SDS, we vet it, and then send it on to
collaborated with each other and other groups
Parking Services to be approved. A handicap
around campus to accomplish the goal of permit gives students access to 185 spots
bringing about awareness and improvements
on campus," Norungolo said. If a student's
through programs such as "Walk and Roll
injury requires them to need more than a
in My Shoes," The Scooter Rental program
temporary handicap permit, which lasts for
and other transportation opportunities for
four weeks, SDS asks that they go to the State
disabled students.
Department of Motor Vehicles to receive a
—
*»
. rVrt »r
Disability specialist at the Student "state handicap permit.
Disability Services Deanna Norungolo shared
"Walk and Roll in My Shoes: A Blended
that Student Disability Services is bringing
Emersion Experience" started after survey
awareness to Clemson's campus. "Our point "responses were received from students
is that because someone gets out of a car with
currently registered with SDS. The students
a handicap placard, you cannot determine
with disabilities were interested in raising
their diagnosis from a glance. The reality is
the awareness of others about those affected
that we serve 720 plus students a semester at with invisible diagnoses as well how low
Student Disability Services, and 95 percent
incident accidents impact their daily lives.
of them have hidden or invisible diagnosis,"
In this program, disabled students volunteer
STAFF WRITER

to be shadowed and immerse someone else
in their disability. "Getting up arid using a
pair of crutches for five minutes is not the
same as using and relying on crutches to
propel you through a day, a week, a month,"
Norungolo said. Participants discover what it
is like to travel around the Clemson campus
with a disability. "We tried to make and we
continue to try to make 'Walk and Roll in
My Shoes' a student centered experience but
raise the awareness and understanding of the
participants so that those participants ran go
back into their areas and look at Clemson
with different lens," Norungolo said. "Walk
and Roll" is held annually in March.
Since 2009, the Scooter Rental Program
has been a way for disabled students to
transport themselves around campus.
Previously run by Student Disability Services,
the program is in the,, process of Jjeing
'transferred into the'hands of Transportation
and Parking Services at Clemson.
There are currently five scooters on
campus that are available to be picked up
at different locations on campus. To rent a
scooter for transportation, a student has to
bring medical documentation to SDS to
get it approved. Dan Hoffman, Director of

see AWARE page A7

Amenities aim to make life easier for those with disabilities.

Duckenfield
Starbucks to
be on campus Scholarships Awarded
Coffee spot opening January 2013.
ALYSSAJACK

happen until recently. "We are so
excited that Starbucks is finally
coming to campus! The reason
they haven't come before this year
is because Java City (in the library)
has had a contract limiting what
other coffee shops could come
to campus. Since their contract
has ended and Statbucks has had
such a huge demand, they are
finally allowed on campus," Kayley
Seawright, Chair of Campus
Life for Undergraduate Student
Senate, said.
The Housing and Dining
Department has been working
together to bring a Starbucks

STAFF WRITER

The rumor about a Starbucks
being added to Clemson's campus
is finally being confirmed. There
are plans to build a Starbucks on
campus located in the Edgar Allen
* Brown University Student Union.
The lower level near the bowling
alley where the arcade and games
are is where the popular restaurant
chain is scheduled to be built. It
will not affect the bowling alley or
pool tables.
Students
have
expressed
interest in Statbucks for a long
time, but due to conttacts with
Java City, it has not been able to

see COFFEE page A8
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Meredith 0'Toole and Dorothy Behre study in Oxford, England.
KAYLA COBB
COPY EDITOR

Clemson
seniors
Meredith
O'Toole and Dorothy Behre were
selected as the 2012 recipients of
the Duckenfield Scholarship.
This
competitive
program
was founded by the family and
friends of Dr. Duckenfield, former
Vice Provost for Computing and
Information
Technology
for
Clemson University who was also
an alumnus of St. Peter's College at
the University of Oxford. Receiving
this scholarship allows the student
to attend a six-week study abroad
see AWARD page A9
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"Life In Color"
DayGlow Tour Comes to Clemson on Oct. 26.
ANDY BROWN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR.

Students use social media to voice
opinions on the upcoming election.
STAFF WRITER

As the 2012 Presidential Election
date approaches, college students
use social media sites such as
Facebook and Twitter to contribute
their opinions and comments from
the national political conventions
as well as popular topics in
each campaign.
"Twitter is very useful for college
students," Jimmy Sanderson, Assistant
Professor for the Department of
Communication Studies at Clemson
University, said. "It provides a
convenient resource for obtaining
instant information."
This quick access to information
separates social media sites from
other traditional websites and print
media.
Jason Thatcher, Associate
Professor in Information Systems
at Clemson, believes the social
discussions on Twitter "tend to take
on conversations of their own, which
trend on what the people think
is interesting."
Through a creative inquiry
project, Thatcher has examined
online discourses regarding the
electiofr and-other issues that are of
interest to Clemson students.
A student working on the
project, Kyle LePrevost polled his
peers about their interests in the
election and found Clemson students
to be most engaged with issues
that cut to the quick of national
politics. This includes issues such as
student loan debt, national debt, jobs
and healthcare.
"Twitter isn't really a place
somebody would go to form an
opinion on a candidate. Rather, it's a
place where people voice and debate
their already formed opinions on
candidates online," LePrevost said.
Thatcher said, "Any person has
the right to shape their peers' vote
because people who participate in
social conversation often know each

other. This means that they hold
the potential to be more influential
through informing choices of
their peers on Election Day than
established media or news sources."
Social persuasion is a major factor
that is directly linked to college
students' political action via Twitter
and Facebook. Jeffrey Fine, Associate
Professor of Political Science at
Clemson University, has conducted
research on the use of Facebook in
elections and. has seen how social
media trends often turn political as
the election looms. "Recent research
has shown that if you see messages
on social media sites alerting you that
your friends have voted, that you're
more likely to vote as well," Fine said.
While both Barack Obama and
Mitt Romney have Twitter accounts,
there is a general concern that
politicians might be "preaching to
the choir" on social media sites; the
messages they publish through social
media might primarily reach people
who already support them.
Again, peer influence applies
here as well. "Even if they are only
reaching their supporters, it might
serve to mobilize this group further.
In other words, these individuals who
already support the candidate might
be more likely to vote or spread
the word to get others on board,"
Fine said.
Social media also provides
an outlet for mudslinging from
supporters. "One of the more
interesting things that we have found
is that negative tweets about either
candidate outweigh positive tweets
by a factor of about 10. What this
means is that for every positive tweet
about Romney or Obama, there are
often negative tweets attacking either
candidate.' This data really shows
the polarization of politics today
and ultimately that this election is
more about bad mouthing the other
candidate instead of supporting your
own," LePrevost said.
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Social Media
Influences
2012 Election
MEGHAN KREMP
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" On October 26, "The World's
Largest Paint Party" is coming to
Clemson University. The Life in Color
tour, formerly known as Dayglow, is
coming to Campus Beach, bringing
with it plenty of music and paint. The
tour began in 2006 as a college concert
series across Florida, and it quickly
grew into a nationwide phenomenon.
The show features aerial acts, stiltwalkers, fire shows and cannons to
deliver the "Paint Blast" as weflasan
electronic live concert, according to
the tour's website. Clemson students
are quickly buying tickets and, for
many, it is their first show.
Clemson student Erin Ratterman
has been planning a trip to the concert
series since last year and the Clemson
tour stop gave her the opportunity.
"I had already promised a friend this
summer that we would go to Dayglow
this semester no matter how far we had
to drive. When I heard the tour was
coming here there was no question that
I was going," Ratterman said.
For others, the tour stop is a
welcome convenience, but traveling for
Dayglow was not out of the question.
Robert Ivanov took a trip down
to Atlanta, Ga., for his first Dayglow
show. "It was honestly one of the most
fun and wild nights of my life. I'd
definitely recommend that everyone go
to at least one Dayglow," Ivanov said.

CLEMS^Nt

The series has 32 shows planned
until December 1, and they show no
sign&of slowing down.
The series derives its success
from a niche genre and
an
intense show experience.
The largest concert had 5,500 fans
at the University of Central Florida
campus and, internationally, the largest
concert was in Cancun, Mexico, with
4,300 in attendance.
The general manager of Littlejohn
Coliseum, Zach Kerns, explained about
getting a concert such as Dayglow.
"We stay in continual discussions
with many people within the
entertainment industry. The producers
of Dayglow were looking for some dates
in the fall and, after some discussion,
we were able to find a date that worked
for us," Kerns said. The show will take
place on Campus Beach.
"The concert area will be on the
field adjacent to the barn with parking
in the lower fields. There will be
shuttles running to and from the beach
from campus, and we will send out an
email with details so you don't have
to worry about driving to the beach.
We want to ensure that everyone
has a great night, so drink plenty of
water and be ready for a fun night of
dancing," Kerns said.
Tickets are still available in the
Hendrix Student Center for $35 each.
The show is on Friday, Oct. 26 at
Campus Beach, and those attending
must be at least 18 years of age.

HELP US

**&¥ SAVE THE TOWER

YOUR
SERVICE HOURS
ctemson.edu/clemsoncounts
Twitter has proven to be a popular avenue for voicing political opinions.
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GUEST JflPflHESE PROFESSOR
SHOWCASES CERflfHICS
HARUKA MIYANAGA GIVES-LECTURE ON
HER EXHIBITION FEATURING KNITTING.

SETH CHRISTMUS, STAFF WRITER
The ceramics studio at Clemson
University recently hosted an
exhibition of works by Haruka
Miyanaga, an assistant ceramics
professor at the Kanazawa College
of Art.
Professor Miyanaga has
been at Clemson since Aug. 24 and
will be here until Oct.7, conducting
creative and American contemporary
artists research. Her work has also
been featured in solo exhibitions
across Japan and in international
competitions throughout Asia.
Professor Miyanaga gave a threepart lecture on Sept. 19 about the
development of her work, important
aspects* of her wofk and some of her
recent exhibitions. Professor Valerie
Zimany, an assistant art professor

at Clemson University, translated
the lecture.
Zimany also attended the
Kanazawa College of Art and was
a classmate of Miyanaga's. This
relationship was a factor in Professor
Miyanaga's decision to hold an
exhibition at Clemson.
,.. ^"Working ,as_ full-time faculty at
a college, I have less time to focus
on my personal work and research,
so the invitation to produce work
and hold a solo show at Clemson
was very attractive," Miyanaga said
on her choice to host an exhibit
in Clemson. "Also I hope the
relationship between myself and
Valerie, which began when we were
classmates over ten years ago, can

also be deepened into continuing
exchanges with Clemson University
and Kanazawa College efs Art,"
Miyanaga said.
Miyanaga's exhibition ended on
Sept. 21 and was part of Saf series
entitled "FEITICO," which;fbe_has
beefi working on for a sSMrJeT
of years.
•
iPt&efii
"The work in this exhibition
is made by transforming Snitting
to ceramic [s]," Miyanaga said.
"Through the act of knitting,
meaning is built into the various
objects, and the final works give
the impression of a physical
manifestation of inori or a
protective form or invocation. Now
that the exhibition has come to an

Art pieces by Haruka Miyanaga will be on display in Lee Hall from Aug. 24 until Oct 7

end, I will spend my remaining
time investigating the relationship
between my research interests and
contemporary American ceramics.
In Japan, much of my focus is
on work for my university and
educating our students, so I feel
fortunate for this time." ' ,
i i"Jvliy4na,ga;,w-a«l::ver.yohunlble;
when talking about her work;
parallel to her process as knitting
is also a very humble process that
is usually connected with a home
craft rather than finery. Since she
didn't speak English, it made for an
interesting lecture, but I appreciated
the variety in culture for art on
campus," Rebecca Beaird, a fine arts
major said.

.■■:.
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Professor
Zimany
echoed
Miyanaga's sentiments, saying,
"The Department of Art is
fortunate to be able to host Haruka
Miyanaga for an extended period.
Having spent seven years abroad
myself, as a student . artist and
researcher through a variety of
pr<8gj;amsy J ranra- stroij'g, advpcaK.far:,
international exchange."
Miyanaga's visit to Clemson will
also have a direct impact on ceramics
students in the Department of Art.
"The
advantage
of such
an extended visit is two-fold,"
Zimany said. "First, the students are
able to view and examine the artist's
actual work in person, rather than
digital images in a lecture alone.
[Second], they have the ability
to observe his or her professional
practices ^~r from.Working in the
studio together daily to installing.;
an exhibition."
.■■.••; -,'-.>;Haruka Miyanga's stay has been
a benefit to both the Department
of Art and the University at large.
Her visit may lead to future
collaborations with foreign artists
and professors.
"[Her
stay]
lays
the
groundwork for future exchange
and collaborations," Zimany said.
"Personal contact with visiting
faculty from another country like
Haruka can be a life-changing
event. Not only does it encourage
students to think outside of their
immediate -surroundings, it offers
them a realjife connection in the
world at large: Should they develop
the desire to study abroad, there
is someone out there they could
potentially contact."
For more ifrrbrmation on
Clemson Ceramics, visit their
Facebook
page:
https://www;
facebook.com/pages/Clemson-UCeramics/117229858|39056
For more information on -jche
Department of Art, visit; http;//,
www.clemson.edu/caah7art/
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Tigra Scientifica: Howling for Help
The Big Bad Wolfmay not be so bad after all
REMY WATTS
STAFF WRITER

Several believe that wolves live
in locations such as Alaska and
Montana, Most people do not have
a close brush with death in seeing
a wolf in its natural habitat, and
the odds of seeing a wolf outside of
the zoo are rare. A recent study by
Oregon State University found that
the population of wolves in the entire
northern hemisphere has declined
over the past 50 years.
Wolves, one of the most
vicious predators that a camper can
encounter, are slowly disappearing.
While .you may feel slightly safer on
your next hike, the detrimental effects
of the-diminishing wolf population
might quickly become apparent. The
study, led by William Ripple and
Robert Beschta of OSU, analyzed 42
previous studies that were completed
over the past 50 years to determine
the predator and prey distributions
in the United States and other areas
within the northern hemisphere.
The scientists discovered that the
population of grey wolves is declining
throughout the northern hemisphere,
due to overhunting; hundreds of
wolves have been killed to increase
the amount of game and decrease
ranching conflicts in Montana and

Idaho. Meanwhile, large herbivore
populations such as deer, moose and
caribou are flourishing.
Bears and humans are both
"opportunistic omnivores," which
means they will eat anything they can
get their hands on, plant or animal.
Though bears and humans will hunt
the grazers as well, they are not as
effective as grey wolves, which inhabit
a large geographic distribution and
are active hunters year-round. In fact,
wolves are so successful at hunting
that areas without wolves were found
to have six times as many deer as
those regions without the predator.
The effects of the heightened cervid
populations (those of deer, caribou
and moose) on the environment in
these regions are massive and have an
ecological domino effect.
Without a major predator, deer
will live their life carefree, eating
any plant within their reach. Grazers
do not discriminate — seedlings
and saplings will be eaten without
remorse. As a result, deforestation
has become a major concern in
areas lacking grey wolves. Trees in
these regions are not able to grow to
maturity, and those that have fallen
cannot be replaced. However, there
are some trees that are not as palatable
to the herbivores, including the entire
genus of Spruce. If the only trees that

Research has shown wolves to play a key part in balancing ecosystems.
fill the forest gaps are those that the
deer do not prefer, the biodiversity
of the entire forest, habitats of
animals and ecological niches will
be destroyed. The homogenous
forest would also become more
susceptible to a changing climate.
Regrowth mechanisms harbored by

favorites of grazers such as Firs, Pines
or Hemlocks may be absent in the
trees that the deer allow to matute.
Without wolves, the forest could
slowly decline and may eventually die.
Wolves, a feared part of
nature, are often overlooked for
theit ecological benefits in favor of

perceived protection of land or herds.
Overzealous hunters have pushed
wolves to the ecological brink, and
this study shows the short and longterm effects of the decline of the
crucial hunter Studies have shown
that the repatriation of wolves has
improved shrub and tree growth.

The Ag and Natural Resources
Council & CAFLS invites you to

all that is ^fOCi/ about
Agriculture & our
Natural Resources!

5 rm^ctn^ P cdt4>r&t& tM
1. Everyday you eat food, wear clothing and are sheltered by
products produced by agriculture and forestry!
2. Agriculture & Forestry generates $34 Billion for the SC
economy each year - the state's largest industry.
3. 2012 marM the iSOth Anniversary of the Justin Morrill
Act that established the Land-Grant University System. '
4. Thomas Green Clemson's will and legacy embraces
education in the agricultural and mechanial arts.
5. Clemson's 55' Exchange provides delicious ice cream
right here on campus f{HO on this
. Thursday, Oct. 4th get a FREE UPGRADE to a
Waffle Cone to t^C^M^Ag Awareness Week!

C^0flU(t/^% Awareness Week!
October 2nd - 6th? 2012
• Ag Fact Cards & Treat giveaway @ Library Bridge
• Ag Trivia @ 8 PM @ Beef O'Bradys
• Ag Olympics @ 7 PM @ Rodeo Arena
• $1 Admission with CUID@Carolina Foothills
Heritage Fair (http://www.carolinafoothillsheritagefair.org)
• CU Ducks Unlimited Banquet@Clemson Armory@6:30 PM
call 803-673-2673 for tickets

• Wear your "Ag is Good" T-Shirt - Shirts may be
ordered through an ANRC Member or in the CAFLS
Student Service Center just off the P&A Lobby.
• CAFLS SC Farm Bureau Alumni Tailgate@Fike@noon
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New Parking Proves Frustrating
Students find new system complicated, Parking Services continues to move forward.
ANDY BROWN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Clcmson Parking Services installed
new solar-powered parking meters
around campus earlier this year in an
attempt to ease the payment process
and lower tickets for the students. After
a few weeks of use, Clemson students
and Parking Services officials are indeed
noticing changes.
Director of Parking Services Dan
Hofmann found that the meters have
resulted in fewer tickets for students.
"The number of tickets to meters has
decreased. Enforcement of these meters
has picked up recently as the students
have had time to get acclimated to
the system and the new concept,"
Hofmann said.
Originally, Parking Services thought
that ticketing would increase since the
electronic system holds students much
more accountable.
There is less of an opportunity
for students to debate the time and
payment of their tickets. However, the
meter system has had the opposite
effect, as meter payments and usage
have increased. "The compliance levels
are higher, and people are paying,
which means fewer appeals. We used to
get a lot of appeals to citations since the
meters weren't working right. You get a
receipt on these," Hofmann said.
Not all students are as positive
about the meters. Lauren DeZervos
said, "Overall, I think they're slightly
more of a hassle to use, but I really like

how it prints out a receipt telling you
when your time expires."
Some students have complained
about confusion on how to work the
meters. Timothy Kang does agree with
this viewpoint. "It's a matter of figuring
them out. If you do it once, it's pretty
simple after that, and they're more
convenient with payment options,"
Kang said. Hofmann echoed that same
sentiment, and explained that the
meters are fairly simple if you follow
the posted instructions.
While the metered spaces are
small in number and proportion,
approximately 140 spaces are metered
out of 11,933 available. These spaces
offer easy parking in heavily trafficked,
areas. Currendy, Parking Services is
working on a smartphone app that will
allow students to see the availability
of spots on campus parking lots and
how close certain lots are to maximum
capacity. "The app would be able to
track cars entering and leaving lots,
such as the Hendrix parking area, and
would give students a percentage of
spots filled in each lot. Also, the app
would allow students to pay via cell
phone - say, if it's raining - and to
add time to the meter from the app,"
Hofmann said.
Parking Services continues to
improve regulation of these spots
for students, as well as for their own
efficiency purposes. The parking service
enforcement staff utilizes a network
that allows them to see spots that
are currendy filled and paid, expired

meters and spots that are within the
grace period. They also allow a five
minute grace period to leave the space
after time has expired. The policy was
added to ensure that students were
not ticketed immediately after the
expiration of their payment.
Regardless of the new features,
some students still are not excited about
the change. Blaydes Moore prefers the
old metering system. "I don't see a lot
of people using the meters. They're
intimidating in the sense that they're
one more thing to figure out on
campus. It wouldn't be my first option
with so many other places to park on
campus," Moore said.
Dan Hofmann sees the change in
metering as a means to enforce payment
and make things easier on the students.
"We've seen more people pay when they
have to walk to pay, when before there
was a meter in front of the spot. Maybe
before, they didn't have quarters that
day so they chose to take their chances.
It is more convenient in many ways,
but it is a cultural change. Really, once
you've done it once, you get it. People
say it's easy, you're in and out, and most
importandy they work," Hofmann said.
Parking services is looking to
continue improvement of the system
by adding the possibility of paying with
yourTigerOne card, once the new cards
are processed.
The parking app is currently
in its pilot stage and, after 90
days, it should include all of the
aforementioned features.

C.J. Jones makes use of the new parking meters.
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The "Anti-Apartment" movement
Clemson community receives Aspen Heights, which offers homes with luxury amenities.
KATHERINE LALLA
NEWS EDITOR

The newest housing community
scheduled to come to Clemson is
Aspen Heights, which offers "AntiApartment Living" with "Coloradostyle homes with all the convenience
and amenities of a luxury apartment,"
according to their website.
"The Aspen Heights product is
going to be so different than anything
that Clemson students have seen. We
are so excited about bringing the very
best in student living to the student
body. The community is all students,
so they can really take advantage
of a great living experience during
their college years," Stuart Watkins,
Director of Public Relations for Aspen
Heights, said.
An aspect that sets them apart from
others is their customer service. They
have a two-hour turnaround time from
when residents submit maintenance
requests and they keep you up to
date throughout the time period with
emails. "What makes Aspen Heights
different is our customer service. Our
top executives are trained through
programs through Ritz Carlton, and
that is actually what is the stamp
of Aspen Heights is that we provide
the very best in customer service
in the student housing industry,"
Watkins said.

"One of our founders went to
kindergarten with Blake Mycoskie,
who is the founder of Toms shoes and
he was fascinated by Toms one for one
concept-if you buy a pairs of shoes
here, they give a pair to someone that
needs them. We developed that one for
one concept with our House for Home
project," Watkins said.
"What Aspen Heights really
prides itself on, and what defines our
company in a very big way is our
Aspen Heights in Africa project; we
provide housing and education for
children in Kenya and Rwanda. We
have two projects that we support.
The Imbirikani School for Girls in
Kenya, and through Africa New
Life, we take kids off the streets in
Kigali, Rwanda and they are mentored
and given an education and go to
universities. Children that would not
normally have an education past the
eighth grade are now going to college
and becoming teachers, doctors and
lawyers," Watkins said.
"The fact that they have a charity
makes me more likely to live there.
I have to live somewhere so living
in a place that helps others makes
.it even more worthwhile," Caroline
Weaver said.
Aspen Heights is known for
partnering with student organizations
in communities where they are already
present to help with philanthropic

projects. "Live.Give.Go" is the slogan
encouraging students to get involved
and making them involved though
simply renting in the Aspen Heights
community. They also lead trips to
the locations in Africa giving students
an opportunity to give back. "We
really stand for giving back and giving
back globally. Every summer we take
students that live in our properties
to Kenya and Rwanda to experience
firsthand what they are supporting,"
Watkins said.
"I am pool j unkie and the pools that
we make are so neat - definitely resort

Aspen Heights

style swimming pools are my favorite
aspect of the complexes," Watkins
said. Students seem to agree that the
amenities are a draw to the complex.
"The idea of having a separate house
is not a new idea in Clemson. For me
it was the amenities coupled with the
design of the units, which was better
than any of the apartments or homes
that I have looked at in the past," Mark
Snyder said.
The interest list is available for
students to sign up and be the first to
know when they can sign leases and
what the prices are by going online

to myaspenheights.com or the Aspen
Heights Clemson Facebook page.
In October, students that are
signed up on the interest will know
those details about Aspen Heights and
any future events.
There are 598 beds scheduled
for the Clemson complex in
houses of two, three, four and five
bedroom homes.
All of the homes have their own
bedroom, bathroom, walk-in closet
and a green space around the home.
Visit myaspenheights.com for
more information.
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FOR SALE OR LEASE

"Come for the water. Stay for the friends."

Cottages and Paired Homes in Waterfront Community
5 minutes from Clemson campus.

rOMWINKOPP
\noK/nmiopiR.ik'

RI

Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer. LLC, 391 College Avenue, Suite 103 • Clemson. SC 29631

Phone: 864 654 7549 for Leasing • 864 654 2200 for Sales
www.thepieratclemson.com
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Drug Culture
on Campus
Clemson Drug usage increases behind the scenes.
WESLEE SEWELL
STAFF WRITER

COLLEGE GAME DAY BETTER COME TO CLEMSON BEFORE
I GRADUATE.

CLEMSON'S NOT ROLLIN' OVA FOR NUMBA 4! SORTA
FEELIN NEM RIGHT NOW!
RAIGSHUMAS - SEPT 25

I CANNOT, FOR THE LIFE OF ME, FIGURE OUT THESE NEW
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PARKING METERS.
KIRSTEN ERICH @K1RSTEMAERICH - SEPT 28

CLEMSON IS BEAUTIFUL TODAY... WISH I DIDN'T HAVE SO
MUCH WORK TO DO
FOXCAROUNANEWS @FDXCAROUNAttEWS ~ SEPT 21

JUST IN: POLICE SAY THEY FOUND THE TEEN REPORTED
MISSING AT CLEMSON UNIV. YESTERDAY.
■I PASCHALL @AAMAZING6RACEE - SEPT 20

I JUST SAW A GIRL THAT I FOLLOW ON TUMBLR BECAUSE
W BOTH GO TO CIEMSQN m MADF AWKWARD EYE
CONTACT AND! C!D NOT KNOW HOW TO REACT. £AWK
DERVOKT. dSTEELEBWILL -SEPT2S

CLEMSON QB TAJH BOYD SAID HE FELT LIKE HE NEEDED
TO CALL THE MEETING YESTERDAY BECAUSE THERE WAS
SOME UNEASINESS INSIDE THE TEAM.
KM PEEK @KftTPEEEEEEK ~ SEPT 26

WHY DOESN'T HARCOMBE SERVE TACOS EVERYDAY?
PEOPLE LIKE TACOS WAY BETTER THAN CORNDOGS
LEAH

DRAKL

@LEAHMBRAKE - SEPT 28

1 JUST WANNA GO ONE WEEK WITHOUT BEING SHUT IN
THE CAT BUS DOORS!
JENNA LAU6HLIN @JENNALAU8H - SEPT 24

2 WEEKS TIL I GET THAT CLEMSON CLASS RING BABY!!!!!
GLEMSON GIRL PROB @CLEMSONGIRLPROB - SEPT 26

I DON'T THINK I'LL EVER UNDERSTAND THE WEATHER IN
CLEMSON. #CLEMSONGIRLPROB
UNDSEY HARRIS @L!NDSEYBftRRIS - SEPT 26

THERE IS NOTHING THAT GETS ME MORE RILED UP THAN
TRYING TO GET A COMMUTER PARKING SPOT IN THE
MORNINGS AT CLEMSON. #ISAWHERFIRSTBUDDY

Drug usage on Clemsons campus
has begun to increase. Clemson
University Police Chief Johnson Link
said, "Within the past couple of
years, we have seen a progression of
marijuana. I would say that drugs have
always been here on campus, and there
are phases that we go through with the
more popular types of drugs. We are
mosdy seeing more marijuana cases
today though, on, the upper end."
Recendy, 6h Aug. %\, police
arrested two Clemson students on
excessive drug charges in Bowen Hall.
Michael "Scott" Schwalbert, a
sophomore financial management
major from Winchester, Mass., and
Henry Fast, a sophomore marketing
major from Cumberland, Maine, were
arrested with charges of "possession with
intent to distribute cocaine, possession
with intent to distribute marijuana,
and possession with intent to distribute
marijuana and cocaine within proximity
of a school." The young men were
also charged with underage alcohol
possession. All of the drug charges
are felonies and a misdemeanor for
possession of a corjtrolled substance.
At the time of their arrest, both
men were transported to the Clemson
City Jail. Later, Schwalbert was/eleased
on aj personal recognizance bond of
$20,470, and Fast was also released
on a personal recognizance bond
of$10,470.
Students are aware of the increasing
presence of drugs on campus. "I feel like
the drug culture here is very behindthe-scenes. I never really "hear much
about it, but I know that it is present,"
a sophomore female said.
The repercussions of being caught
with drugs on Clemsons campus are
severe. "Simple possession of drugs in
South Carolina is less than 28 grams
per ounce. If you have more than 28

AWARE from page Al
Parking and Transportation Services,
is intrigued on the possibility of
taking on the scooter program but
has been recendy working on creating
more parking spaces for students with
disabled and regular permits alike.
"Two percent of the parking spaces
on campus have to be for people with
disabilities, and these students are also
able to park in regular parking as well
as metered parking," Hoffman said.
Fifteen new disability spaces have been
added to the campus in the last year.
A new program that Hoffman has
been working on is an updated online
and interactive map of all parking
spaces on campus. "We have 185 ADA
spaces on campus. The new map will be
able to show you where each space is by
location and the map will be available
to students and staff," Hoffman said.
The online map is interactive
because it gives the option to view
different spaces (such as commuter,
employee, handicap, etc.) and "turn on"

Officer Tasha Rathbone is part of Clemson's on-campus patrol.
grams, that's what we call possession
with intent to distribute, and that is a
felony. Other types of drugs such as
cocaine and ecstasy, just the possession
of those are felonies. Those are very
serious offenses. We refer cases to the
Office of C6mmunity and Ethical
Standards for students actions, and
it could cost them seriously," Chief
Link said.
Possession with intent to distribute
and possession with intent to distribute
near a campus are now separate charges
created by legislature a few years
ago. They are now two independent
offenses. "The boys are looking at a lot
of jail time should they be convicted. It
could range anywhere from five to 15
years," Chief Link said.
Students are often unaware of the
consequences that come with being
caught with drugs.
"In the past,
drug-related incidents have had police
involvement. Depending on the severity,
the amount of drugs will determine
the consequences. Punishment from
athletics, extracurricular activities or
possibly even being kicked out of the

university are all consequences that
could occur," a junior female said.
Students often overlook the
potential for arrest or jail time in
addition to a criminal record. "I think
students forget that when you get
arrested, it is a matter of public record.
You might not get kicked out of school,
but that record will follow you around
for the rest of your life. It might cause
you to not be able to get the job you
want," a senior male said.
A common issue on college
campuses seems to be whether Greek
life attracts more attenti&h on the
subject of alcohol and drugs versus
regular students. "I wouldn't say that
they attract more attention. As far as
our enforcement strategies, they are
across the board with the residence halls.
Some places just have more people, so
the chances of us making more cases
are greater in these places. There has
not been a recognizable amount of
alcohol and drug related cases that
would differentiate Greek life from the
rest of the Clemson community," Chief

the spaces they want to view and "turn
off" the spaces they do not want to view
by color coding.
"SDS is involved by partnerships,
partnering with Parking Services, with
CAT Bus, Student Affairs, Counseling
and Psychological services, Redfern

and the Academic Success Center. We
all make referrals back and forth for
students to access disabilities services at
Clemson. Collaboration is about having
a lot of resources available and learning
how to access those different resources,"
Norungolo said.

Ramps provi

Link said.
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POLITICAL WATCH
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Clemson students keep an eye on the current political candidates.

One of the most argumentative
issues in the upcoming election is the
social security program. Prior to 2009,
the social security program was paid
for by the social security tax, however
beginning in 2010, the costs began to
exceed the tax revenue. As of 2011 the
social security program owed the US
treasury, from which it borrows money
— $2.7 trillion. This debt is projected
to continue and increase in the foreseen
future until the social security trust fund
is projected to be exhausted in 2033.
While campaigning in 2008, Barack
Obama promised that all options for
fixing social security were on the table,
including raising the retirement age and
the social security tax in order to fund
the program. Since his 2008 campaign,
Obama has reversed his support for
raising the retirement age and does
not support motions to privatize
the program.
As President, Obama has used the
social security program to provide
benefits through the 2009 American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The
social security administration was able
to distribute $14 trillion to 52 million
people to provide relief during the
economic downturn. As for the bipartisan
solution to social security, it remains to
be seen. Many of the proposals have been

COFFEE from page Al
location to ^.Clemson. According to
QojJgJas Hallenbeck, the Executive
Director of Housing and Dining, the
plans began forming last fall. "To ensure
the project was executed properly to meet
the expectations of the state regulations,
Starbucks branding and the university's
vision, many experts were brought in for
review and approval," Hallenbeck said.

from the Republicans and cut benefits in
order to cut costs, something Obama is
not planning to do.
Instead, President Obama hopes to
fix social security by lowering its demand
through the expansion of retirement
accounts and pension programs. The
idea is that this will decrease the
need for social security in the future,
therefore making it sustainable. One
way Obama has outlined this/ is by
reforming bankruptcy laws to / protect
workers' pensions. Under the current
system companies can pay out bonuses
before honoring their commitments to
workers; Obama plans to change this.
Obama also wants to require companies
to disclose the investments they make
with their pension funds.
This will encourage companies to
make wiser investment decisions while
protecting their employee's pensions.
Obama would further assist seniors
by cutting all taxes for income below
$50,000 a year, relieving the burden of
filing taxes and saving them over $1,000
a year.
During his first four years in office,
President Obama did not solve the issue
of social security as a bipartisan solution
was not found.
His plan for the next four years
involves raising taxes in order to make
the program sustainable while also
creating alternative options such as
pension funds.

Over winter break, construction
is scheduled to be completed, slating
Starbucks to open in Jan. 2013.
"The reason for the delays in
construction this semester are due
to different approvals and a lot of
paperwork and behind the scenes stuff
that must take place before construction
begins," Seawright said.
}j*The store plans to employ/ both
students and non-students. The entrance

The new Starbucks will be coming to the Union in the Spring of 2013.

PHILLIPS WORKMAN
STAFF WRITER

For most young voters, Social Security
is not an issue. It is difficult to think
about a program'that will not affect us for
over 40 years. While young workers pay
into the program, it is about the extent
of our involvement. The assumption is
that eventually we will be able to reap the
rewards of this investment.
A recent report from the Social
Security Board of Trustees shows that the
program could be in trouble long before
any of us reach that magic age of 65.
According to Secretary of the Treasury
Timothy Geithner, "In 2033, incoming
revenue and trust fund resources will
be insufficient to maintain payment of
full benefits."
GOP nominee Mitt Romney's
views on and proposed solutions to
our impending SS problem involve two
central ideas which are laid out on Gov.
Romney's official campaign website — a
slight increase in the retirement age for
future seniors and a lower benefit growth
rate for future high-income seniors.
In 1940, five years after the enactment
of the Social Security Act, the average life
expectancy for a 65-year-old American
was 14 years.
Today, the life expectancy for that
same senior has increased by 20 years.
Obviously, when people are living longer,
they are collecting more benefits and

will be located near the bowling alley, and
the inside area will be approximately one
hundred square feet, with enough room
to seat about one hundred students. It
will be a full service location, including
food and pastries. Paw Points and Tiger
Stripe will both be accepted along
with cash, gift cards and credit cards.
They will also be accepting Starbucks
gold cards.
The general sentiment around
campus is excitement for a new dining
option. "I've been waiting for this since
I came to Clemson," David Kerfoot said.
However, some debate about the
location has ensued. "I feel that a
Starbucks in the Union would be out
of the way and not in a good location.
A more central location like somewhere
around the horseshoe, or the library
would be better for students and staff.
Since I commute, it's a long walk to get
actoss campus and the library is about as
far as I'll go," Chrystina Leslie said.
Starbucks' introduction to campus is
probably not stopping with the addition
of the location in the Union.
The Housing and Dining department
is also in the process of "looking at
the potential of a Starbucks in the
new Douthit Hills Development and
potentially one or two other locations to
be added on campus," Hallenbeck said.

placing more strain on the system. To
alleviate this added stress, Gov. Romney
proposes a gradual increase in the
retirement age. His view is this: 65-yearsold does not make economic or common
sense now that Americans are living
heartier and healthier. It is important
to note that under the Romney plan, no
citizen already at retirement age will lose
benefits.
The second proposal of the Romney
plan is likely to be met with more
controversy or at least intrigue. First,
Gov. Romney believes that SS benefits
should continue to grow for all seniors
to account for similar inflation growth.
However, the growth rate would be lower
for seniors of high income. Well-off
seniors would receive fewer benefits than
those who need Social Security the most.
It is an interesting idea for a candidate
who has faced heavy criticism for being
too "pro-rich." To the Romney camp its
common sense — make sure that those
seniors who truly rely on the program
continue to receive the same level
of assistance. .
Another underlying point of Gov.
Romney's Social Security plan is this:
no new taxes and no raised taxes. That
concludes a surprisingly simple plan for
an incredibly complicated entitlement
system. His plan will allow seniors to
continuing to receive benefits and for
our generation to one day be able to do
the same.

CARRY ON A TIGER TRADITION
BY BECOMING A PART OF SOUTH
CAROLINA'S OLDEST COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER.
APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

NEWS LAYOUT EDITOR
FEATURES LAYOUT EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
WEBMASTER
EMAIL EDIT0R@THETIGERNEWS.COM
IF INTERESTED
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Campus Celebrates Agriculture
October 1-6 honors the 150th Anniversary of the Morrill Act with festivities.
KATHERINE LALLA
NEWS EDITOR

In honor of the 150th Anniversary
of the Passage of the Morrill Act,
commonly known as the Land Grant
Act that allows Clemson to exist as
a land grant institution, Clemson is
hosting an Agricultural Awareness
Week. The act was originally passed to
create agricultural colleges and improve
the country's agriculture.
Clemson's
enrollment
in
Agriculture Studies has increased by
approximately 33 percent this year.
"The ANRC (Agriculture and Natural
Resource Council) will be working to
educate campus about the importance
of this week. Agriculture is growing.
South
Carolina
Agriculture
contributes $34 billion annually to
the state economy which makes it the
number one sector of the economy,"

AWARD from page Al
program at Oxford University.
Each scholar can choose from
one of the following prograjns to
study: Environmental, Urban and
Regional Studies, Medieval Studies
or English Literature. The recipients
of this award are selected through
a rigorous interview process. The
scholarship covers room, board and
tuition throughout the Duckenfield
Scholar's stay.
O'Toole .and Behre,
both
English majors, chose the English
Literature program to study, but
selected different areas of focus.
O'Toole chose the Rediscovering
Shakespeare focus, and during the
course of her study, she was able
to attend four of the playwright's
famous works — The Merchant of
Venice, Richard III, The Comedy
of Errors and A Midsummer Night's
Dream. "I thought that learning
Shakespeare in England would allow
me to use England as a textbook.
Being able to go see the plays in
action and not just reading them on
paper provided me with a greater
understanding and appreciation,
not only of Shakespeare, but of
theater and of how we are able to
adopt the works with a modern
understanding,"
O'Toole
said.
.Not only did she receive a greater
understanding of arguably England's
most famous authors, but she also
picked up a surprise souvenir while
she was enjoying one of the plays.
"Actually, one of the buttons from
Richard Ill's costume fell off and
I was able to take it. So that was
my big souvenir from the Globe
Theatre," O'Toole said.
Behre chose instead to study
within the Inklings in Oxford
program,
which
focuses
on
influential writers such as C.S.
Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien, along
with other important literary figures
who participated in the Oxford
study group. "I was particularly
enchanted . with 'The Loi$ of the
Rings' growing up and would often
pretend that I was in Middle Earth
instead of South Carolina. Reading

Victor Salazar, a senior in Agriculture
Education, said.
From Oct. 1-6 students in
Agriculture majors will be set up on
Library Bridge handing out snacks and
information about agriculture here on
campus and across the state.
Schedule of Special Events (open to all
Clemson students):
Tuesday, Oct. 2 - Agriculture Trivia at
8 p.m. held at Beef O'Brady's
Wednesday, Oct. 3 - Agriculture
Olympics at 6 p.m. held at Clemson
Area Rodeo
Thursday, Oct. 4 - $1.00 entrance to
the S.C. Foothills Heritage Fair (with
CUID)
Friday, Oct. 5 - Wear your "Ag is
Good" Ag awareness T-shirt
Saturday, Oct. 6 - Annual Ag Tailgate,
open to all students, in Fike beginning
three hours before kickoff

Erika Pisik and Cortney Bryant pose with Clemson dairy heifer, Yankee.

fantasy like Tolkien and 'The
The application process for the
Chronicles of Narnia' really made
2013 Duckenfield scholar starts this
me believe that magic was real.
fall. Recipients are selected after
As I became an English Literature
completing a written application
major at Clemson, I realized
followed by an interview process
that.while magic in the sense of for those who move onto the
elves and fauns might not be real,
next round. Requirements to
there is a kind of magic to language
be considered for this award are
and storytelling," Behre said.
competitive. "You have to be a
For the 2013 applicants Behre
current Clemson University Honors
said, "... be sure to identify what
student and interested in a field of
exactly it is about England, the
study that they offer there through
Oxford experience and the academic' this program," Assistant Director of
■program that .excites you, whether •the Calhoun Honors College,•>Danait is British history, the academic
Irvin,- said. The program is not
tutorial experience or a life-long
limited to any specific majors. "We
passion for scones. Take some time
have had social science, humanities,
science, and engineering majors.
to think specifically about why
It's open to anyone," Irvin said.
going to Oxford will be a lifeThe deadline for this year's
changing experience for you. I know
it was for me."
application is Nov. 19.
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DECEMB ER2012G RADUATiON
TWOSEI 3ARATE C! EREMONIES
TheU niversrty will hold two graduation
ceremonies o n Thursday, December 20, 2012
as follows;
Gl 3AOUATSON SCHEDULE
F< 3R DECEME HER 20, 2012
9:30 a.rrt.
Agriculture, F orestry and I Jfe Sciences
Architecture, Axis and Hur nanitses
Engineering i md Science
Staff
Business and Behavioral J science
Health, Edua ition and Hui •nan Development
Library
Staff
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Voting in the USA
The future of America's political system
College students, or at least the
sample here at Clemson, are perhaps one
of the most unreservedly opinionated
demographics. We're old enough to know
about the world but young enough to
be burdened with the desire to make
it better. We generally think we know
what we're talking about even when
discussing things beyond our intellectual
capacity. We see something we want
changed, and we try to change it. We are
not passive, and stagnation is the origin
of decay, right?
Given these general, if exaggerated
norms, why is our age group so infamously
negligent when it comes to voting?
This is arguably the most basic physical
expression of personal ideology, a notion
so strongly embedded into American
culture that it's almost more akin to a duty
than a right, and yet only a fraction of us
are registered to vote. Of those who are
^registered, not all of them will actually
make it out to the polls on Election Day.
With
November's
presidential
election fast approaching, the window
of time during which we can register

gets narrower and narrower every day making a decision and acting on it. Or
(hint, hint — October 6). Between classes maybe they're worried about making any
and jobs and other" ceflegiate obligations, decision at all. This calls into question
who has time to even figure out Jup^to, the efficiency of our republic and our
register let alone actually execute „thej-j^re^aonsibility as citizens. Is it better
process when we don't have the day off? for someone to make a decision out
Moreover, the out-of-state student's get to of ighorancfe for the sake of followir
contend with the tedium of the absenteeI through with the political processor far
ballot, and many may just decide
someone to relinquish his or her v^^^f
more trouble than it's worth.
he or she lacks the appropriate knowreoge
For a lot of people — mainly freshmen to make a truly informed decision? What
— this will be the first year they're even if everybody casted their votes based on
eligible to cast their ballots, and more biased information from the media or
than a few of them will forget simply what their parents told them they should
because the idea is so foreign. After all, believe? What if all of the other people
excluding political science majors, how who were aware of their ignorance didn't
much does politics really cross our minds vote? Should this ever be the case, a
on a daily basis? Fiscal policy, foreign minority of the ill informed populous
affairs and what have you aren't exactly could have a disproportionately strong
critical elements of daily college life. influence in deciding our president and
They can be easy to overlook in favor of other high-ranking officials.
things that seem more immediate. .
For some of the more politically
Others who choose not to vote may do savvy students among us, abstaining from
so out of apathy. Maybe they understand the voting process might be more of
how the political system could affect their a conscious statement than a reflection
futures but lack the level of awareness of their priorities — or lack thereof.
and concern necessary to bother with With the Electoral College serving as a
complicated intermediate party between
the people and the government, it may
seem as though our votes are merely
formalities; empty tokens designed
by authorities to appease our desire to
control what we can't and to assuage
their mild guilt for controlling what they
shouldn't. Or perhaps some students' civil
disobedience is the result of a general
distaste for the underhandedness that
seems to characterize political campaigns,
as there are few things less attractive than
a bunch of suits trying to make namecalling appear professional.
Regardless of political perspective,
it doesn't make sense for anyone to
forgo his or her right to vote when the
vast majority of us have access to the
resources necessary to make an informed
decision. We still have nine days to
Apply for an absentee
Just register.
register and another month to do a little
ballot in your home state.
You have 9 DAYS research. So, before you make plans for
(Hint: Google it)
LEFT to register! Election Day, you might want to consider
blocking out some time to exercise your
right to a voice within the government,
Return the voting ballot before
especially when there are so many people
your state's deadline.
in the world who are still fighting for the
freedom we take for granted.
***
# * # *

Are you registered to vote? If you are, do
you plan to vote? Why or why not?
.
Olivia Souther

M"!-

"I'm not registered
to vote mainly
because I'd have
to get an absentee
ballot. I'd rather
be home when I
vote."

Louis Hill

"Yes I am
registered to vote,
and yes I plan to
vote."

Kate Allen

you ready to

Checklist:
|

| Register!

□
□

NO*

□

Do you live in SC?

o

f^.

^atet- «.

s?

^ Hi -^ -"^":'.JH

The opinions expressed in the above editorial are
written by the opinions editor and represent the majority
opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the
individual view of any particular member.

Subscriptions are available by mail for $3Vscmester ar $60/year. Send /our name, addr
address and phone
e number with a check
payable to Clemjon University to: The Tiger - Circulation Department, 315 Hendrix Student Center, Clemson University, Clemson,
SC 29633 1 586. Perspectives expressed by individual members of The Tiger, guest columnists and Speak Out subjects do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of The Tiger as a whole, its staff members or Clemson University.

"Yes, I am registered
to vote, and I will
vote because it's a
privilege of
living in our free
country."

03

Stephen Davenport

"No, but I plan on
it I'm planning on
it because I think
it's an important
election."

♦YES

□ I VOTED! Wtifn

CALEB BAILEY/art director

k.

Morgan Gray

"Yes and yes. I plan
on voting to have
input in today's
government."

Want to share your opinion? Just
select the OR code with your
smartphone or QR code reader
app to take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook page. Type
your thoughts on the issue this
week and view others* comments.
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Introducing.!. Paws down

A family in Norway won the national lottery this
weekend — for the third time in six years, garnering
a grand total of more than four million dollars.
In an odd twist on the traditional police chase, an
allegedly intoxicated Floridia man resisted arrest
on Monday, fleeing not in a getaway car, but on a
horse.
Some time irtitfiis coming month, a British engineer
plans to CRSSS all 66 miles of the Irish sea by
walking for 48fln$irs straight in a massive apparatus
that resembles J giant hamster
wheel.
After being abruptly
awakened, a drowsy man in
Virginia punched his suspected
assailant in the face and then
threw him in a fish tank.

SEPTEMBER 28, 2012

Paws Mela
Recently in Turkey, a team of divers was
sent in pursuit of what appeared to be a
drowning woman only to discover that
their damsel in distress was, in fact, a
blow-up sex doll.
Police were called Sunday afternoon
after a man reportedly left an explosive
in his friend's driveway. When they
arrived, not only was the suspect heavily
armed, but
also clad in a
black sequin
mini-dress
with orange
fur trim.

A woman in Rhode Island is appealing the $ 15 fine incurred
because her cockatoo habitually uses vulgar language in public.
According to ABC News, a woman in Texas allegedly shot her
husband in the stomach with a semiautomatic handgun after he
threatened to do harm to one of her beloved cats.
According to U. S. Customs officials, two women flying into New
York from South America were allegedly trying to smuggle in
more than 70 ounces of cocaine by concealing them in their wigs
and hair extensions.
According to CBS news, a very
disgruntled man in Florida called the
police last Thursday upset that his
daughter refused to buy him beer.
Police arrested a man in Wisconsin on
Thursday after he exhibited "lewd and
lascivious behavior," reportedly copulating
in broad daylight with a discarded sofa.
——,q Jon

Posessions and Obsessions
WHITNEY RAUENHORST

Copy Editor

Obsessions. I believe everyone has
one or many, ^anq\ even JnoVe' so
obsessions afe everywhere! It's
that one thought, feeling or action that
is persisted by an idea, image, desire or
need to do something. And according to
the "Oxford English Dictionary," they are
"the state of being obsessed with someone
or something." While writing this article I
asked my roommate the top three things I
was obsessed with, and she laughed: "What
aren't you obsessed with?" Personally, I
was a little offended because I would like
to believe that I have some self-restraint,
but then again, the more I thought about
my top three choices, the more I had a
hard time coming up with them ... maybe
when I'm done writing this article they'll
come to me. And I'm not saying obsessions
consume our well-being or 'make i*S who
we are,' but I do think that that they add to
our individualism.
However, the word "obsession" and
"obsessed" can have a bad connotation
because who wants to be known as having
what we consider a "problem?" No one.
But I don't consider being "obsessed"
as a bad thing, until an interest proceeds
over the rate of normalcy, meaning if
your obsession is the ONLY thing you
talk about all day, everyday, take, post
or tweet pictures of and, or post statuses
about then a problem exists because there's

a difference between being obsessed and
overly obsessed. You can love something
in a way that makes your world full of
rainbows and butterflies; however, when it
becomes creepy and, or annoying, then it's
time to reevaluate some things.
After asking several Clemson students
(meaning my classmates, co-workers at
The Tiger and friends) they would agree
that they are obsessed with something;
however, a couple of people tend to
disagree with me. Some people look at
their lives and truly believe that they're
not obsessed with anything. ANYTHING.
I completely disagree. Just the other day on
Facebook a friend of mine posted, "Doctor
Who. The new obsession." People are
talking, tweeting and for goodness sakes
posting about obsessions. And yes, at
first I thought obsessions revolved around
possessions and interests like Harry Potter,
Vera Wang, Florence + the Machine,
Clemson football — the list goes on — but
after talking with my friends and observing
my adorable roommate, I think obsessions
go beyond this. So here are three categories
of obsessions, and after reading this list, if
you still feel like you don't fall into one
them, please talk to me. I want to meet you.
Possessions and Obsessions: Do
you have an overload on a particular
possession(s) such as your cell phone,
iPod, laptop, poster, perfume, pet, a
brand of clothing etc? If you love any of
these items or even an item that wasn't
listed (because then the list would be
infinite, and I would type until I was old),
then you fall into the Possessions and
Obsessions category. By definition you

love this item, and in any circumstance
cannot live without it. It would be one of
those items you would save as you were
getting out of a burning building. If your
obsession gets to the point of dying for
this item(s), then you may want to make
an appointment at Redfern because I'm
not sure if it's healthy anymore ...unless
you're saving your furry friend, and then it
may be acceptable.
Obsessions: If I had to pick a category,
this is where I would be placed. Most
people fall into this group because they
love TV shows, movies, animals, food,
sports, sleeping, books, celebrities,
bands — whatever. If you happen to
love any of these interests or one that
isn't listed on here, you're an obsessor.
These occasionally or always overwhelm
us with that warm-gushy feeling inside,
making us want more of whatever it is we
obsess over. We honestly can't help it —
so no judging.
Obsessions in the Beyond State: For
all the organizers, non-procrastinators,
cleaners, germ-a-phobes, etc. — this is
for you. Organizers: You get the urge to
organize anything and everything. Postit notes are everywhere, day planners are
scheduled to a T, everything has its own
place, and if anything is out of place,
you can tell. Organizing is what you do,
but it doesn't define who you are. Nonprocrastinators: You always study and
work on your homework days in advance
because you choose to not work under
pressure, which is perfectly okay. Honestly,
I'm jealous of your life. Cleaners: Seeing
that crumb on the counter, spill on the

floor and bed unmade is an impulse.
You absolutely must to clean it up.
According to my roommate, she lives by
the philosophical quote: "There is a place
for everything, and everything is in its
place," otherwise it stresses her out. And
the germ-a-phobes: For those of us who are
physically and mentally terrified of germs.
Yes, I can relate to this one because no
matter where I am, I always have a bottle
of hand sanitizer with me because I hate
public bathrooms, am always scared of
people sneezing, coughing or having other
unmentionables on me, the thought of soap
not being available at any given moment
and touching other things people have
touched. It's nothing personal, but it really
freaks me out — I don't even let anyone
sit on my bed. Seriously. I just consider it
being prepared. But there's nothing wrong
with any of these things because it's apart
of what we do ... it doesn't define us.
I think whatever obsessions w$
have, we should embrace them. It makes
us individualistic, and it adds to our
personality. It adds to our interests, and this
way we can have common interests with
other people and say: "Hey, I love Harry
Potter too!" I believe that we shouldn't
be ashamed of what we have, enjoy or do.
Embrace it ... unless it includes overly
obsessiveness. Then maybe you need to
see someone.
Obsessions: Cupcakes, music and
germ-a-phobe.
is a junior majoring in
English. Email comments to letters® thetigernews.
WHITNEY RAUENHORST
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It's ALL about Disney!
SENIOR STAFF
SARAH EDWARDS

Columnist
I like to tell people that my Disney Story
started on August 31, 2011, the day that
I moved down to Orlando, Fla. to start my
D;sney College Program. But if I'm going
to be completely honest, my Disney journey
dytes back much further than that. It was
a cool autumn morning in 1995, and I was
about to embark on my first trip to Disney.
A five years of age, bright brown eyes and
a smile that went on for miles, I walked
through the gates of the Magic Kingdom,
gazed down Main Street USA, and was
completely immersed in every fantasy I saw.
What I didn't know then, is that one day I too
would be a part of that magic.
So let's fast forward a couple years, or
more like 16.
February 25, 2011, venturing to Walt
Disney World, for what I recall to be my
seventeenth visit. I had one goal for this
trip: to complete my first half-marathon.
Somewhere along the way my curiosity had
other intentions. Coming out of the Jungle
Trek Attraction in Disney's Animal Kingdom,
I noticed the cast member's nametag had a
college listed on it instead of a hometown.
When I asked her about it, she said she was
part of the Disney College Program. At the
time it all sounded like a bunch of "mumbo
jumbo." I was here for one thing, and I
couldn't get side tracked.
Thei next week back at -.school il was
strolling through the union and saw £ large
sign that read "Disney College Program,"
my first thought was "Oh, THAT is what
that girl was talking agouti" and my-second

was " that's not for me ..." Either way I
figured it wouldn't hurt sitting in a room
for an hour to at least find out what it was
about. Super confused and slightly angry
at myself, I left with a lot to think about.
Everything about the internship sounded so
good: free park entrance, it was paid, I would
have a place to live and transportation and
to top it off I would be living at the most
magical place on earth. On the other hand,
how could I mess up my four-year plan? I
was set to graduate in a year and I wasn't
sure this fit in to the schedule. Still, I was
curious about the process and thought maybe
I'll just apply because I probably won't get it
anyways. A whirlwind of events happened in
the next couple of weeks ... a web interview,
followed by a phone interview and followed
by a lot of waiting.
Unexpectedly walking out of a yoga class
on the last Friday of spring break, I casually
opened my email, and to my surprise, I read
"Congratulations, we are pleased to inform
you that you have been accepted as a fall
participant in the Disney College Program."
I looked at my friend walking next to me and
said, "I got in." I almost couldn't believe the
next words that came out of my mouth. "I'm
going to Florida." In that moment it was as
if there was no doubt in my mind that was
where I needed to be.
With all that it took to get me to Disney,
you might ask why I like to tell people that
my Disney story started on August 31, 2011
and not sooner. Well, August 31 is the day
that at 5 a.m. waiting to check in, I met my
roommates. It's the day I found out my job.
/It's the day I moved into my new apartment
and the day I took my picture for my very
own official Disney ID.
Throughout my journey over the past
year I have had the opportunity ! to work

not only at Walt Disney World, but also
at Disneyland Resort. Both parks were
different and rewarding in their own way. I
have been blessed with two sets of amazing
roommates. I have had two jobs working in
restaurants, allowing me to apply my Food
Science knowledge to real life situations,
and I have made lifelong friends that words
cannot do justice.
However, as much fun as this program
is, it is equally challenging. Some weeks I
worked up to 70 hours with only one day off
and very little sleep. Needless to say, Disney
has seen me at my best and at my worst.
Either way, Disney has accepted me for who I
am, and I am so grateful for the opportunities
I have been given. Disney has changed my
life forever and given the chance, I would do
all of it over again.
Clemson's involvement in the Disney
college program changed my life. It gave
me the chance to interact with people from
different backgrounds and give me a brighter,
and wider, outlook on life. The program is
a big commitment. It will control your life
for months at a time, but I promise you, it's
worth it. Not only can students have the
opportunity to be in the Disney parks (which
alone makes you a happier person, whether
you want to be or not), but it makes you look
at the larger picture in life. You are forced
to get beyond yourself, and see the werld as
Walt Disney saw it — not for what it is, but
for what it could be.
If you're interested in learning more
about how you too could start your
own Disney story, come to our live
presentations on October 3 and 4 at 6 p.m.
in Vickery Auditorium.
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What do;, you think of when you
read the word ftf3%? Blaring
stadiums "filtfeff with orange-clad
fans? Screajniftg students willing- athletes
into tHe Opponent's end zone? Th^&adence
countiiepeated over and over agarf|? Here
in Clehison,. football and falj^ao t^ether
like arises and Parks, Recreafron, Tlmsm
Management, but with the new renovations
of Death "Valley that cost over $4 million,
one has to%onder, do we focus too mucruop
our beloved-, pig-skin throwing team?
Don't gel-me wrong: I love football.
Half the reason I chose to attend college
was because of my first football game.
At what point does our love for Clemson
football cross the line from being a healthy
and positive recruiting tool to borderline
obsessive and cruel to the school's less
popular sports? Take soccer for example.
One of the elements updated during the
renovation of Clemson Memorial Stadium

was the old jumbo-tron. This was reused and
now resides at Historic Riggs field, a really
generous idea right? Ehh... Now I'm not
saying that donating the screen wasn't a nice
gesture, but does the soccer team really need
a big screen? I attended the men's game
against Wake Forest last week, and trust me,
the screen was pointless. If you're watching
a game and can point out exactly where you
are in the crowd, a screen is not necessary.
But here's my point: why don't the
soccer teams need a jumbotron? Why aren't
their stands filled to capacity every home
game? We've proven every Saturday that
we're capable of showing immense amounts
of school spirit, whether or not our team
deserves it that week. Why aren't other
sports shown the same dedicated support?
The problem lies in how the university
and fans view non-football athletics. As
the renovations to our already-nice stadium
have proved, Clemson's athletic fund is
not lacking in money. Instead of spending
it on promotions to generate fans to other
events, they choose to booster a program
that is already doing well. This causes
me to wonder if all of the costly changes
were effective. One of my closest friends
sat on the hill during last week's game

and said that the screens at the West End
Zone, placed^to help spectators on the hill
watch the game, were too small to see. If
we are publicly spending all of this money
on ^inefficient improvements, then what arewe doing with the money spent on behindthe-scenes expenses?
Part of me understands why we spend
so much on football. At the end of the day,
having an awesome team of incredible
players is what Clemson is known for. Our
strong team isn't just a means of increasing
school spirit; it's a marketing technique.
Because we are so well known on the
football field, Clemson's name falls on the
lips of more and more college applicants.
The increase in students allows the
university to be more selective in the caliber
of student it chooses to rock the orange and
purple. Our well-known name generates
more money for the university as a whole.
More people are more willing to donate to
schools that they are familiar with or have a
connection to, such as their favorite football
team. But at what point do donations
become outright favoritism?
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the Editor's Desk...
MACKENZIE CLELAND

Opinions Layout
Editor
There is nothing worse than being
a freshman and getting sick.
Not "I was sneaky and drank
in the dorm last night," but "I feel like
I'm dying a slow and painful death"
flu-like sick. You're in a strange place
that might never seem like home, with
people you do not know and all you want
is your mom. I don't think I have ever
been more consistently sick than my
freshman year. Although there are plenty
of rumors about asbestos in the dorm
ceilings (probably shouldn't have lofted
my bed...) and bad food in the cafeteria,
just being around so many students who
have more important things on their

minds than using anti-bacterial hand gel
can cause your immune system to take a
dive. The first three months of my college
career, I lived off of saltines and*Sprite,
which was not what I had envisioned
when gaining my "freedom." After
many calls to my doctor back home and
not enough gas money to make the trip, I
decided to take advantage of my Redfern
rights as paid through tuition. My first
visit surprised me to say the least.
When I finally escaped from the
waiting area to the examination room,
the nurse started asking questions
typical of an ordinary medical visit.
She confirmed my name, questioned
my age and symptoms then asked if I
could be pregnant. The question really
caught me off guard, because nothing I
was suffering from could even remotely
be attributed to a bun in the oven. After
I assured her that there was no way I

could be, she then asked if I had taken
a test. At the risk of sounding petulant,
I was very offended. I know that, when
seeking medical attention, physicians
always need to know when a woman is
a mommy-to-be, but how did that have
anything to do with my scratchy throat,
cough and headache? Is it because I
happened to be a female in the childbearing age in college? There are
many wonderful women that will have
their children in their younger years,
but I am not one of them. If I had my
druthers, I would wait until 30 to have
my first. I know that us college kids
have a tendency to get drunk and make
questionable decisions, but why assume
that every female patient that walks into
your office is like that?
In this day and age when shows like
"16 and Pregnant" and "High School
Moms" are so popular they require
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fifth and sixth seasons, I guess older
adults think all youngsters are running
around and getting busy. That might be
the case for some, but not all. Redfern,
when a female student comes to you
seeking medical attention, do not judge
her and assume that she's procreating.
Why don't you start by treating her
symptoms? A perfect example is a friend
who was deemed pregnant by a nurse at
the 'Fern for weeks before they finally
tested her for a virus or infection. Turns
out she had Mono.
Perhaps in the future the overzealous
physicians of our lovely infirmary
could refrain from subjecting us to
their prejudices and treat the symptoms
instead of the stereotype.
MACKENZIE CLELAND is a senior majoring in
graphic communications. Email comments to
letters@thetigernews.com.
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You just don't get it!
Columnist

W

henever you criticize a fairly
popular work of art, whether it
be a story in print, a painting
on canvas or a film on screen, a common
response from an admirer of that work (or
sometimes even the artist himself) is a
simple "You didn't get it."
To the person who says it, this defense
can seem to be solid and reasonable — the
critic misunderstood or misinterpreted
a part of the art, which prevented them
from appreciating it. And sometimes this
is very true — Roger Ebert's review of
the summer blockbuster "The Avengers"
includes him pondering over what the
superpowers of Scarlett Johansson's

character are, while anyone watching
the movie can easily tell you that she has
none.
There is, however, the obvious problem,
which becomes evident at the receiving
end of this comment: the implication that
the critic missed said point because they
just aren't clever enough to "get it."
This can be rather offensive and shallow
to the receiver, yet the real problem with
the "just didn't get it" defense is more
than just being insulted. In a class where
we covered T.S. Elliot's negative response
to Shakespeare's "Hamlet," one possible
explanation for Elliot's reaction was that
he "just didn't get it," as in Elliot didn't
understand the complexities of the play
and the questions it keeps asking the
viewer or reader.
The problem with this statement is
that we don't actually know for a fact
what Shakespeare's intentions for the

play were, and to say that Elliot "doesn't
get it" and that we English majors do is
making an assumption based on just as
little evidence as Elliot's. And regardless
of whether or not he understood the work,
it simply didn't fit his taste.
Let me give a personal example:
one of my favorite novels of all time is
"American Gods" by Neil Gaiman. I don't
often recommend it to people because
it's packed with obscure references, and
most people I meet just aren't as into
mythology as I am and won't understand
those allusions.
I once happened upon a short review of
the book online by a rather well-respected
online writer who said she didn't like the
book because she didn't understand what
was going on. I was tempted to say, "She
just didn't get it," in that she didn't get
most of the references. But when you
look at "American Gods" critically, she is

Writer's Block
SraPMEN MCGOBMCK

Columnist
- -bi>,ii;;i
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of my opinion on some big issue or my
thoughts on some ridiculous cultural
phenomenon, but I would stop and read
over it only to second guess my choice and
./.erase jt all. Things just weren't clicking
for me. So many ideas, but I was not sure
where to start or how to word everything. I
have had issues like this before whenever I
have tried writing a script for a film or show
(I'm interested in film production and make
comedy videos online). I would have an
idea, I would know what I want to say. but
I just couldn't think of how to say it. This
frustrating thought-jam known as "Writer's
Block" can be the bane of any hopeful
author and it certainly was frustrating me to
no end. Eventually, I just gave up, thinking
that I would have to wait until the next
week's issue.
Feeling defeated and noticing that it
was getting late, I prepared for bed. While
brushing my teeth, it suddenly dawned on
me: I can write about my thoughts and how
annoying it is to have writer's block! Oh,
how clever am I! So I began to create the
article you are now reading. I started by
explaining my excitement about writing.
Then I discussed how I couldn't decide on a
topic and how I wasn't able to formulate the
way I wanted my article worded. I then got
to the point where I was going to discuss
writer's block.
This was it! This was where my opinions
were going to burst forth in an eloquently
constructed rant that would show everyone
how good of a writer I can be! Then it
hit me like an oncoming train; there
really isn't much to say on the matter that
hasn't already been implied in my story. I
wasn't sure where to go with it. writer's
block had hit me ... while writing about
writer's block.

lor a while now, I have been interested
' in writing for "The Tiger." I thought
of doing so my freshman year, but
I was unsure and too busy discovering
the vast, alien world known as college.
However, this year I decided I might as well
give it a whirl. I needed something new
and productive to do anyway. Following
in the stereotypes of my major, Political
Science, I thought the opinions section
would be a great start for me. After all,
it is an election year and think of all the
thought-provoking topics I could talk about.
Well, the email came in again last week
asking for an article on any topic of my
choosing. With essentially any subject at
my disposal, I was excited! However, I had
two exams on the day the article was due
and didn't have much time. So, I decided
that for the sake of my calculus grade, I
would sit that one out. This gave me more
time to think about what I could write for
the next week — this issue.
In the days that followed, my thoughts
were filled with various subjects trying to
spiral themselves into coherent structures
of which I could outline my first ever
article. Yet, I couldn't seem to find a
topic I wanted to write about. With all the
interesting things going on right now, there
was nothing in particular that motivated me
to type down my ever so important opinion.
I was busy last weekend, so I wasn't able to
focus on my writing until Sunday night, the
night before the article was due.
And so I found myself in a familiar
situation: sitting at my desk, staring at a
blank Microsoft Word document, watching
it silently taunt me while my feeble brain STEPHEN MCCORM ACK is a sophomore majoring
tried to conjure up some masterpiece from in political science. Email comments to letters®
nowhere. I would start writing a paragraph thetigernews.com.

completely right — the book doesn't stop
and explain itself very often and leaves
a lot for the reader to figure out. Some
people like that in a book while others
don't, but it doesn't make either point of
view any less valid.
The point I'm making is this: when
someone doesn't like a work of art you
consider brilliant, it isn't always because
they don't understand it. Sometimes
it's because the artist didn't make their
intentions clear, and sometimes it's
because it just didn't appeal to the viewer
personally. Just because they didn't "get
it" doesn't mean that they don't have valid
points.
And let's be honest: the "just
don't get it" defense is kind of weak,
all things considered.
EDUARDO HERNANDEZ-CRUZ is a sophomore
majoring in English. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
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The Clemson Tigers football team will look
to get back to their winning ways as they head
to Chestnut Hill, Mass., to take on the Boston
College Eagles.
The Tigers head into a contest against Boston
College following their first defeat of the season
at the hands of the fourth ranked Florida State
Seminoles. Boston College enters Saturday's
contest with a record of 1-2, with a win against
Maine and losses against Miami and Northwestern. Both teams hold an 0-1 record in conference play and will be looking to get back to five

hundred in ACC play.
Even though the end result was not the one
Clemson desired against Florida State, on the
offensive side of the game, the Tigers were able
to move the ball up with a pretty consistent success against the much-heralded Seminole defense. The Tigers were able to score 37 points
on Florida State, a team that had only allowed a
total of three points all season. The offense was
able to connect on a decent amount of long and
intermediate passes, and Tajh Boyd was able to
run the ball with some success.
Offensive Coordinator Chad Morris also featured several plays where wide receiver Sammy
Watkins was lined up in the backfield and took

handoffs from Boyd. This seems to be a new
wrinkle that the Clemson offense will use against
Boston College and for the rest of the season.
The Boston College defense enters the game
ranked 48th in the FBS in points allowed per
game, giving up 22 points per game. Out of
three games this season, the Eagles conceded the
most amount of points in the first game against
Miami, which was 41 in a single game. In that
game, the Eagles defense gave up several long
touchdown runs to the Miami running backs, so
Andre Ellington and the other Clemson running
backs could have a big day on the ground.
see SHIP page C6

LATE GOALS STEAL SHOW FOR TIGERS
COLBY LANHAM
STAFF WRITER

The men's soccer team overcame a late
1-0 deficit last week as the Tigers upset the
No. 17 ranked N.C. State Wolfpack 2-1 at
Historic Riggs Field.
The Tigers now move to 2-5-2 on the
season. They claimed a key victory in
ACC play over, the Wolfpack, who are
now 6-3 on the year and 0-2 in conference play.
N.C. State had an opportunity to score
early when Stateqs Steidten setting up a
one-6n-one between Clemson goalkeeper
Chris Glodack and Monbo Bokar. The
shot-stopper won the matchup and effectively prevented a Wolfpack goal.
N.C. State scored in the 22nd minute,
however, with a goal by Zabarie Kollie

who received the ball after it was blocked
by a Clemson defender. The goal brought
the Wolfpack to a 1-0 lead.
Clemson threatened to score in the
24th minute with Sanchez gaining
a one-on-one advantage against the
Wolfpack keeper, who saved it from six
yards out.
For the next half, the Tigers had three
shots on goal; N.C. State had only one
shot on goal, which occurred in the 83rd
minute. Bokar received a pass from Matt
Ingram, only to be denied by Clemson
goalkeeper Glodack.
The home side continued to threaten
the Wolfpack; Preston Gayton took a corner kick from the right to set up a header
by Amadou Dia, only to have it saved by

see SAME page C9

see STEAL page C9

UPCOMING

SCORES
FOOTBALL
Saturday, 9/22
Florida State 49 - Clemson 37
Tallahassee, Fla.

m

How typically "Clemson" of them.
To go into a hostile environment on
a night that a Top Five team had circled on the calendar as their return to
prominence, and the Tigers had the
audacity to lose?! That's so Clemson.
Never mind that Florida State is
really, really good at football, and
never mind that they made really, really good second half adjustments and
never mind that even when the Seminoles were down as a program, the
Tigers have only managed to win in
Tallahassee once in the past 23 years.
Maybe, just maybe, losing at Doak
Campbell Stadium last Saturday
wasn't exacdy a failure on the part of
the Orange and White. Will Dabo
, > Swinney be aggravated to lose a game
in which his team had a 14 point lead?
Of course he will, but it's not as if his
team blew a lead against Duke in the
"Horseshoe of Horrors" that is Wallace Wade Stadium.
This is the most "Florida State"-y
team we have seen in the Garnet and
Gold since the No. 3-ranked Seminoles rolled into Clemson on Nov. 8,
2003 as 16-point favorites and rolled
out of town 16-point underdogs.
Clemson won 26-10 to hand FSU
their first ever loss in Death Valley.
Ever since then, the fear had gone out
of the spear, at least from Clemson's
viewpoint.
I am not ready to declare Florida
State back yet, because those historic Seminoles did not just win one
game — they won them all. However, calling a loss last week "same old
Clemson" would be a misnomer.
Losing this week, on the other
hand...
This is the classic Clemson trap
game. With the emotional game
against Florida State on one side and a
home tie against the triple-option terror that is Georgia Tech on the other,
this trip to Chestnut Hill, Mass., has
Admiral Ackbar's famous line written
all over it.
Since joining the ACC in 2005,
Boston College has not been a
friendly foe for the Tigers. The good
news is that Matt Ryan, Clemson's
personal demon from 2005-7 is
still with the Atlanta Falcons, but
quarterback Chase Rettig is not
bad either. Rettig leads the ACC in
passing yards per game, and unless
Clemson can make massive strides
in the secondary in seven days, he
will not have to be Ryan-esque to

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sunday, 9/23
Clemson 0 - Virginia 1
Clemson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday, 9/26
N.Carolina 3 - Clemson 1
Chapel Hill, N.C.

CROSS COUNTRY
Friday 9/28
& Charlotte Inv., 3.30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S SOCCER
Friday 9/28
©Virginia 7 p.m.
Charfottesvflle, Va.

ROWING
Saturday 9/28
® Tail of the Tiger
Clemson, S.C.
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STAFF WRITER

The Florida State Seminoles
went on a 35-3 run over most
of the third and fourth quarters, and rallied from a 14-point
deficit to defeat the Clemson
Tigers 49-37 last Saturday night
in Tallahassee, Fla.
"We just didn't play four
quarters," said Clemson Head
Coach Dabo Swinney. "Obviously, we took a little bit of a
step back tonight. One thing
I will say is, obviously, Florida
State's got a really good football
team. Playing a team like that,
especially at their place, you
can't do certain things to help
them. We helped them a little
bit in a couple of areas."
The Tigers came out roaring
in the first quarter, with quarterback Tajh Boyd connecting
with wide receiver DeAndre
"Nuk" Hopkins on a 60-yard
touchdown pass, just 86 seconds into the game. The pass
was the first touchdown scored
on the Seminoles all season.
Florida State was ready for a
shootout as they answered right
back on their next possession;
Lonnie Pryor capped off a long
drive with a touchdown run.
Clemson marched down the
field again on their next drive,
and, after a fourth-and-one
conversion on a fake field goal,
Andre Ellington was able to
slice through the defense for a
touchdown run, to give the Tigers the lead at 14-7.
On Horida State's first drive
of the second quarter, they were
able to tie the score again when
James Wilder Jr. reached the
end zone from five yards out.
Clemson answered back
again, and Boyd was able to
hookup with Brandon Ford
on a wheel route for a 17-yard
touchdown pass.
Florida State had a chance
to cut into Clemson's 21-7 lead
at the end of the first half, but

JOSHUA S. KELLY/staff

Dustin Hopkins, who had already missed a 44-yard field
goal in the first quarter, missed
again from 37 yards as time expired.
The Seminoles received the
ball to start the second half,
but the Tigers defense came up
with a quick stop to get the ball
back to their offense. Once the
Tigers got the ball, they wasted
no time in scoring.
Offensive Coordinator Chad
Morris reached into his bag of
tricks and pulled out a good
one, with wide receiver Sammy
Watkins taking a lateral from
Boyd and then throwing back
across the field to a wide-open
Ellington for a 52-yard touchdown pass, to give the Tigers a
28-14 lead.
Florida State would not
lie down and accept defeat,
though, and it was at this point
that they started their run.
Chris Thompson scored
on a nine-yard run to start
the stretch, and the Seminoles
would go on to score two more
touchdowns in the quarter: a
nine-yard pass from quarterback E.J. Manuel to Rashad
Greene and a 29-yard touchdown pass from Manuel to
Rodney Smith. The Tigers rallied with only a 50-yard field
goal from Chandler Catanzaro.
Holding a 35-31 lead entering the fourth quarter, Florida
State continued to step on the
gas, scoring on their first possession of the quarter on another
five-yard rim from Wilder Jr.
Thompson capped off the
Seminoles scoring for the night
with a 27-yard touchdown run.
Overall, the Seminoles racked
up 287 yards on the ground.
"When you can't stop the
run, you're going to have a long
night against a team like that,"
Swinney said.
Defensive coordinator Brent

Venables placed a lot of the
blame for his defense's woes on
himself and his staff.
"I'm incredibly disappointed
that I didn't do more as a coach
to get our guys to play better,"
Venables said. "I coached them
poorly and at times we didn't
play particularly well. We are
going to go back and look at the
personnel and see what we are
asking them to do."
Clemson scored a garbagetime touchdown on a threeyard pass from Boyd to Ford
after the final result was all but
decided. It was their second
connection of the day, to make
the final score 49-37.
Despite the loss, Swinney remained upbeat after the game.
"[A]s we tell our guys all the
time — the season starts tomorrow. We'll get home whenever
we get home. We will get back
at it tomorrow as staff. You have
to go on the road and win, and
we didn't get that done today.
We have another opportunity
next week to go to Boston College, a place we have only won
at one time. So, we have to try
and get back on track."
Despite putting 37 points
on a very tough defense, Morris
was quick to dismiss any talks
that his unit was blameless.
"My job is to score more
points than the other team
has. Period." Morris said in his
Monday morning press conference. "You aren't going to be
perfect. We will put our guys
in position to be successful. Go
back to those three drives [during the Seminole run]. Those
three series - that was a prime,
opportune time that we could
have taken the crowd out of the
game and we didn't do it."
Clemson will take on Boston
College at 3:30 p.m. Saturday
on ESPN2, in hopes of their
first conference win.
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Dabo Swinney and Chad Morris pulled
out all of the stops against Florida State.
The Clemson offense ran so many unconventional plays that every other play was
something fans had never seen before.
Fake field goals, double reverses, even
a double pass that allowed star receiver
Sammy Watkins to throw a touchdown.
Sammy Watkins was double-teamed
most of the night, and Clemson was looking for a way to productively involve him
in the offense. Morris smartly used a play
they had been regularly running most of
the season to disguise a trick play.
Chad Morris set up his offense in the
pistol formation with Sammy Watkins
on the left side, about seven yards off of
the line of scrimmage. Wide receivers Jaron Brown and Brandon Ford were lined
up in front of Watkins — his blockers
on the play. On the right side of the line,
DeAndre Hopkins was lined up by himself. Andre Ellington was lined up behind
Tajh Boyd.
Florida State's defense showed blitz
and loaded the box with six players. The
secondary lined up in man coverage with

a single safety over the top to avoid the
home run play.
As soon as Boyd snapped the ball, he
rifled a quick pass out to the left side to
Sammy Watkins. As was the trend the
whole night, Florida State thought that
Watkins was going to take off and run the
ball for a quick gain of a few yards.
While Florida State's defense was rushing to Watkins' side of the field, Hopkins
ran a post route up the middle, bringing
his defender with him. Ellington, on the
other hand, feigned a block of the tail
back, and, as soon as he knew that he was
uncovered, he took off up the field in a
wheel route.
The impressive part about Ellington's
route was that he effectively sold his fake
block to the defense that they completely
forgot about him.
After Watkins got the ball, he channeled
his inner Tajh Boyd and threw a perfect
pass to Ellington. Though the form was
not pretty, Watkins put his ball right where
Ellington needed it to be, allowing Ellington to catch the ball on the run.
Florida State linebacker Christian

C3

Jones was supposed to be covering Ellington, but instead, he cheated up and
was looking to make a play on what he
thought was going to be a run by Sammy
Watkins.
Since Hopkins ran his defender to the
opposite side of the field, this created a
small pocket of space for Ellington to
catch the ball. Once Ellington caught the
ball, there was only one other defender
between him and the end zone.
Ellington used his agile movements
to cut upfield on Florida State defensive
back Terrence Brooks and trotted in the
end zone. If not for a nifty move by Ellington, the touchdown would have been
so easy, but his exceptional ability to cut
back often makes defenders look lost.
Fans will always love trick plays, because they are novel and put an interesting spin on things. Clemson used a lot
of trick plays against Florida State, and
proved that the offense has a mixed bag of
plays that they can use at will. Clemson is
fortunate to have such talented skill players who are able to make plays when not
in their conventional roles.

ROBBIE TINSLEY

Clemson is on top of the
world. The Tigers hold a two
touchdown lead on the road in
Tallahassee, and one more good
punch will probably make it
very hard for the home side to
get back off the mat.
That is, of course, if they didn't
punch the Tigers right back.
Florida State came out on the
next drive in the shotgun. Chris
Thompson was lined up beside E.J. Manuel with tight end
Nick O' Leary lined up behind
the left tackle. The Seminoles
had two receivers on the line of
scrimmage with Kelvin Benjamin
lined up four yards off the line of
scrimmage out on the right flank.
Clemson lines up in a 3-4 look
with outside linebackers Quandon Christian and Travis Blanks
lined up with Benjamin and
O'Leary respectively. Manuel
brings Benjamin in motion as the
snap is made. Immediately, every
Clemson fan recognizes the play.
Manuel shuffles the ball to his
receiver as O'Leary and Thompson pull to seal off the edge.

Blanks gets caught up field by
Thompson, and O'Leary allows
Benjamin to cut inside Johnathan
Meeks. The receiver starts streaking down the field as Blanks dives
to make a last ditch tackle but to
no avail.
Two Seminole offensive linemen get into the second level to
pick up Stephone Anthony and
Tig Williard. Rashard Hall has
to make a tackle to save the big
play, but his dive, possibly aided
by a block in the back by Kenny
Shaw, only catches air.
Benjamin is off to the races
with only big numbers chasing him. Thankfully for the
Tigers, one of those big numbers, linebacker Tig Williard,
No. 46, chases him down at
the 11-yard line.
Just like that, the Seminole
crowd is no longer sitting on their
hands and momentum is back on
the home side. Even though they
are still up by 14, a seed of doubt
starts to sprout in the minds of
the Clemson defense, mostly because it brings back memories of

Jan. 4, 2012.
The play that Florida State ran
is a carbon-copy of the play that
West Virginia ran time after time
to great success in their Orange
Bowl rout of Clemson.
Two plays later, Manuel pitches to Thompson on the option
for an easy eight-yard touchdown run, and the Renegade
rally is on. Before a garbage time
touchdown to Brandon Ford, the
Seminoles would score 35 of the
games next 38 points including
the Thompson run.
The play showed what tenuous strings these big games balance on. If Clemson had gotten
a three-and-out, forced a punt or
even made Florida State drive the
length of the field, the momentum would have still resided with
the traveling Tigers. But with one
fell swoop, the Seminoles were
well on their way to a massive
win in the ACC Adantic.
And their thank you card
can be addressed to Dana Holgerson and the West Virginia
Mountaineers.
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GOLF COACH LARRY PENLEY SITS DOWN WITH THE TIGER'S MICHAEL BALIKER

Larry Penley has been the men's golf coach at
Clemson University for an astounding 30 years and is
without a doubt the face of this great program. We sat
down with Coach Penley this week to talk about the
season and gain other insights about his team.
The Tiger Sports: What's a normal day like for you
and the team?
Larry Penleys In the fall we have a morning practice from eight in the morning to about noon. They
will work out for 45 minutes after practice and then
head to class for the rest of the afternoon. That happens about twice a week. On the other days, they have
class in the morning, and then we go play for the rest
of the day. At practice we have three different stations
consisting of putting, chipping and pitching and ballstriking. They will usually spend an hour at each station.
TTS: Compared to your expectations coming into
last week's Carpet Capital Classic, how pleased were
you with your team's performance?
LP: I would have felt really good about that finish;
if we would have beaten Alabama. We had them beat
all week. They were ranked No. 1 in the nation at the
time, and we knew our best chance to beat them was
down in Georgia.
I did not really have any expectations going into our
first tournament. Our qualifying scores going in were
fantastic, and I knew our^tqurnameat play was going
to be a litde bit better. But the last day at The Farm
was very hard with the weather, and the scoring average was way up, especially after watching the teams
dominate the golf course the first two days.
To have Crawford Reeves and Cody Proveaux not
■he at their best the last day, that really hurt us. But I
thought that our overall performance was pretty good.

TTS: Was red-shirt freshman Stephen Behr's breakout performance a little unexpected, considering he
did not play at all last season?
LP: Did I think he would finish fourth in that field?
No. There were about 12 All-Americans in that field,
and he really took the bull by the horns and never
backed down, especially when he went up against AllAmericans from Alabama on the last day. I was really
encouraged by that and he is only going to get better.
TTS: How does having one of the youngest teams
in school history affect your overall team goals for the
year?
LP: When it all shakes out, I think we have the potential to be a Top-10 team. If we get hot and some of
these younger guys continue to get better then we will
reach our goal. As Crawford continues to be comfortable as the "old man" in the lineup, and these young
guys get better, my expectations will be big for this
team.
TTS: The last time we talked you said that talent
is not the problem with this team, but believing they
belong among the best in the nation is their challenge. What do you think they need to do to adopt
that mindset?
LP: Playing with'the best. We need to earn the right
to play with tfiem, and we did that in our last outing by getting^into.the jastround with, A|g.bama.-j^e
were even formiHrte'enmrgn to get pairedwith No. 2
Texas in the first round, which was great experience
for our guys. The more they get exposed to that, and
the more they get into those situations it will not take
them long to realize they are just as good as anybody
in the country.
TTS: Do you think there is a wild card player out
there who has not had much experience but could

contribute to the team's success this season?
LPs In my mind it is Blake Kennedy {a freshman
from Spartanburg, S.C) who will play for the first
time two tournaments from now at the Jerry Pate Invitational. From watching his skills and everything he
does with the ball, he has the potential to be a great
player; we just need to get him in there first.
TTS: Your next event will begin on Saturday
in Illinois for the Illini Invitational. What is your
overall outlook on the event?
LP: The field will be much bigger this time around.
We will get the opportunity to play some new teams,
especially those from the Midwestern area like Purdue
and Illinois. Playing these great teams in their backyard will only make them more dangerous, and our
guys will be up to the challenge.
TTS: So what do the players think about getting to
play at Olympia Fields, a former U.S. Open venue,
for the next event at the Illini Invitational?
LP: I have been there before, but I have never played
the golf course. They have smaller greens, which are
extremely undulated and fast. We have been looking
online, and the course will be in perfect condition, so
it should be a real test for our guys.
TTS: As a team*: what is the camaraderie like when
everyone comes together?
LP: It isreal good^Our team chemistry is pri>|j(bljf!
the ^brs^t^as ever been. Since maSy of oj^.a^» are
younger, a lot or them live together and spend a lot
of time off the golf course together. As a team we will
take a weekend in the spring and go to North Augusta
to a place called the River Club. We get to stay in the
cottages they have on the property and basically play
golf all weekend. Its a fun time for all of us to travel
together and be around one another.
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TIGERS SPLIT
PAYTON SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Last Friday night, the Maryland
Terrapins toppled the Tigers in the
Jervey Gymnasium in three set 2513, 25-23 and 25-20. Clemson volleyball fell to 9-4 overall and 0-2 in
league play.
Despite the loss, senior Natalie Patzin continues to move up in
Clemson's record books as the libero
tallied 12 digs on Friday, moving
her into a tie for the ninth spot on
Clemson's all-time digs list. She now
claims an impressive 1,251 digs in
her career.
While Mo Simmons continues to
put up notable numbers, like 10 kills
in a team-high 33 attempts, it was
not enough to compete with Maryland. The Tigers' offense struggled to
find their groove against the Terrapins who put down 50 kills in three
sets against the Tiger defense.
Maryland jumped ahead in the
first set, but the Tigers answered to
take the lead by two. Maryland responded with a solid 11 -point run,
keeping the Tigers at bay to take the
first set.
The second set was a tighter race
to the win with Lou Davis serving a

career high 18 times and contributing to a key six-point run. It looked
like Clemson was picking up momentum with the 15-14 lead until
Maryland answered with their seven
point run, moving the score to 2115. Set point was up after an error
on Simmons, but Clemson managed
to hold the Terrapins at 24-23, until
Maryland's Adreene Elliot put the
set away.
The third set started off close at
10-10, but Maryland pulled away
with a strong run. Clemson rallied to
keep the match within one at 18-17,
but service errors and an additional
kill from Elliot lead the Terrapins to
a 3-0 win over the Tigers.
Saturday night was all about the
lucky 13 in the Jervey Gym as the
Clemson Tigers defeated Boston
College in three sets, 25-21, 25-20
and 25-17. Sandra Adeleye, Mo
Simmons and Kristin Faust lead the
Tigers to victory on Saturday, each
finishing with 13 kills. Simmons
added 10 digs and a pair of service
aces while sophomore Faust hit a
career-best .522.
Setter Hannah Brenner played a
remarkable match, finishing with 39
assists, 15 digs, three kills and connected on 47 percent of her kills on

E SERIES
set attempts. The Tigers had a strong
night of solid blocking with Alexa
Rand stuffing five of BC's kills and
Adeleye adding four of her own.
The first set was another tight one
for the Tigers as both offenses fired
back and forth with four lead changes. The Eagles were up 20-18 when
Brenner found Faust for a side out,
and Simmons lead Clemson's rally
with five straight serves to a 24-20
lead. BC responded with one more
point before the Tigers closed the set
at 25-21.
The second set proved close as well
when the Eagles responded to Clemson's 20-16 lead with two in a row.
Coach Hoover took a well-placed
timeout, and the Tigers roared back
with a 5-2 run and three kills from
Simmons to close the set.
The Eagles took an early 5-2 lead
in the third set, only to have Clemson
score six of the next eight to take an
8-7 lead. Boston College took the
next three, but Faust and Simmons
gave the Tigers a three-point lead after each athlete put down a pair of
kills. With Clemson leading 16-15,
the Tigers went on a solid 7-1 run
to cushion the lead. The Eagles were
unable to return Brenner's set-point
serve, closing the match at 25-17.

DEFENSE SHINES IN DEFEAT
AARON RANSDELL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

SHIP from page Cl
This Clemson offense will be
the most high-powered offense the
Eagles will see at this point in the
season. The Tigers are averaging
39 points per game this season,
which is good for 22nd in FBS.
Along with allowing 22 points per
game, Boston College's defense is
allowing less than 400 yards of offense per game, but in their two
losses this season, the Eagles defense allowed an average of 487.5
yards of offense per game. Given
the explosiveness of the Clemson
offense, the Tigers could fill up the
stat sheet against the Eagles.
The Clemson defense has been
an enigma this season. There
are flashes when the Tigers have
looked great — pressuring the
quarterback, creating turnovers
and forcing three and outs. There
have also been points in the season where the defense cannot get
off the field on third down and
are incapable of stopping the run.
The Tigers have also struggled
with pass interference penalties
in the secondary this season, allowing opposing offenses to keep
drives alive and score points. The
defense has been in a "bend-butdon't-break" mode with opposing offenses getting the opportunity to move the ball between the
twenties, but the Tiger defense has
stepped up in the red zone and
made teams settle for field goals.
The Boston College offense has
been one-dimensional this season.
Led by junior quarterback Chase
Rettig, the Eagles are 16th in FBS
in passing yards per game, averag-

ing 317 yards per game through
the air. Rettig does not have a
great
completion
percentage,
about 56 percent but has thrown
for 951 yards and six touchdowns.
The flipside of this is that
Boston College is below average
running the ball. The Eagles are
nearly dead last in rushing yards
per game, averaging 95.7 rushing
yards per game, ranking 118th
out of 120 teams in FBS. Boston
College's leading rusher, Andre
Williams, has gained only 117
rushing yards so far this season
and scored the Eagles only rushing
touchdown. If Clemson can apply
pressure on Rettig early and often
and not allow Boston College's
subpar running game to move the
ball consistently, the Eagles could
be in for a long day offensively.
Following an intense, emotional
game at Florida State, a trip up to
Boston is a recipe for a letdown
for the Tigers. During the 2010
season, Clemson went to Boston
College, and the Tigers could only
manage 10 points on offense and
lost to Boston College by a final
score of 16-10. Clemson entered
that game against Boston College
coming off a hard fought win over
Georgia Tech.
That was two years ago, and substantial changes have been made in
both personnel and coaching since
then, but there have been many
instances where teams have underperformed the week following a big
game. This Clemson team seems to
possess the mental toughness to put
last week's disappointment behind
them and leave Boston College with
a win come Saturday afternoon.

The Clemson women's soccer
team is still searching for their
first conference win after narrowly losing 1-0 to Virginia, the No.
5 team in the nation.
The Tigers hosted the Cavaliers
in Clemson, S.C., at Historic
Riggs Field. The loss brought
Clemson to 5-4-2 (0-3 ACC)
while Virginia moved to 9-1-1
(2-0-1 ACC).
The game was scoreless for 80
minutes, and despite being outshot by the Cavaliers 16-3, the
Tigers were battling to keep up
with the highly ranked team.
Unfortunately for Clemson, the
tie was broken in the 81st minute
with a goal by Virginia's senior
forward, Erica Hollenberg. The
goal came off of a cross from fellow Cavalier, Makenzy Doniak.
The pass came from the end line,
and Hollenberg controlled and
connected her shot from within
the six-yard box. It was Hollenberg's first goal of the season.
Clemson freshman goalkeeper
Hunter Rittgers was stellar in
the matchup, totaling up eight
saves to keep the match scoreless
for the better part of the game.
The eight saves are a high for the
rookie's short career, and she now
has 41 saves for the season.
Though the team dropped the
game, their defense was top-notch
and brought positive words from
Head Coach Eddie Radwanski.
"We were successful in frustrating Virginia and disrupting the
way that they typically like to
play," Radwanski said. "We also
created three or four significant
chances. We did not convert on
those chances, and sometimes
those are just the breaks of the

game. Still, I am extremely proud
of the way we competed and battled. This should be a standard
for the way we show up every
time we are out on the field."
Clemson is steadily improving in conference play, and this
was their biggest opportunity
to grab the program's first win
this year. Their defensive play is
a testament to how this team is
improving, and Radwanski wants
his team to consistently play this
well.
"Our back line did a good job
of defending, and Hunter picked
up crosses and made saves when
we needed her to. That kind of
defense can be contagious in a

positive way, and it was today. It
was a good collective defensive effort by our team. If we come out
and play that way every time we
step on the field, we're going to
be just fine."
The team is moving in the right
direction and needs to find the
back of the net to compete with
some of the best in the ACC.
Clemson will have ample opportunities this weekend with
two road games against No. 4
Duke and No. 13 Wake Forest in
Durham, N.C., and Winston-Salem, N.C. respectively. Following
their weekend road-trip, they will
travel to Tallahassee, Fla., to take
on No. 1 Florida State.
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Greg Joyce: Clemson is coming off an
emotional dogfight against Florida State. Do
you see any chance of a let-up game against
BC, or are the Tigers hungry to get back to
their winning ways?
Robbie Tinsley: With Clemson, there
is always a worry of a let-down game, especially when they go on the road to a
sleepy environment. Everything we have
heard out of the team this week is that
they are ready to get back to their wtftning ways, but talk is' cheap; it's actions
that pay the bills.
You can have all the closed-door meetings you want, but when the lights come
on and you walk on that field, youhave
to be ready to-piay from start to finish,
especially against a team as physically imposing as Boston College. This week will
go a long way to showing how the culture
around Clemson has changed.
GJ: How can defenses stop the three-headed
beast of an offense that is Tajh Boyd, Andre
Ellington and Sammy Watkins?
RT: Florida State was supposed to lay
the blueprint for this last Saturday night,
and, to some extent, they did — if you
bring pressure on Boyd, you make things
a lot more difficult for Chad Morris and
this offense. The problem is if Morris
knows you are bringing pressure, he can
always think of a play to use your pressure against you. This offensive line did
enough in the Auburn game and through
the first part of the Florida State game
until the third quarter riptide, but the
worry is still there. If you let Clemson
get going early, it is very difficult to stop
them, but if you force Boyd into passing

downs when he knows he has to make a
play, he is very susceptible to mistakes.
GJ: What will the Clemson defense be doing to try to shut down Chase Rettig through
the air?
RT: Whoosh. You tell me. Within the
fan base, there is not a lot of faith in the
Clemson secondary right now — maybe
more so than any unit on the team. There
is talk of a shuffle amongst personnel, but
the biggest thing the Tigers can do to shut
down Rettig is the same thing the Eagles
will do to shut down Boyd — don't let
him sit back in the pocket and read the
defense. The defensive line has been challenged all week to step up, so I think they
could rise to the occasion this weekend,
and if they cannot, look for Venables to
dial up the pressure from the linebackers
and secondary.
Player to watch - Andre Ellington, RB:
After a very good game against Auburn,
Ellington has been very quiet in the past
couple of games. He has scored two touchdowns in each of the last three games, but
has not eclipsed 60 yards in any of those
games. I think Morris will try to move back
into a more balanced attack this week.
Prediction - There is a definite sense of
unease around this game. For the Clemson
team that I have grown up around, this
game has "trap" written all over it. However, I think coming off the loss in Tallahassee and knowing that their season hinges
on keeping the pressure on the Seminoles,
the Tigers find a way to get it done this
weekend, on the back of Ellington and a
revamped defense.
Clemson 28 — Boston College 17

Robbie Tinsley: Boston College has had
a one-dimension attack through the first part
of this season, with most of their yards coming
through the air. What will Doug Martin do to
mix in the run, or do you think he'll continue to
rely on Chase Rettig to make the offense go?
Greg Joyce: The one-dimensional attack
has not been ideal, but Martin has been somewhat forced into using it. Chase Rettig has
made incredible strides and is starting to look
like the big-time quarterback he was projected
to be out of high school, but the reality is that
he can't do it all on his own — or at least he
hasn't been able to so far. Martin and Spaziani
would love to go 50/50 with the passing and
running game, but the problem has been that
the running backs have been largely ineffective. Plagued by untimely fumbles and the
inability to hit the open hole when it's there,
Deuce Finch, Andre Williams and Tahj Kimble have been unable to help out the offense as
a running back trio.
None of the three have stood out to be
the dominant running back, and they have
combined for just under 100 yards per game.
Defenses have picked up on BC's inability to
depend on the run, and so they're better prepared to take away parts of the passing game.
Rettig is doing all he can, but a better running
game will help him even more.
RT: Luke Kuechly has moved on to the NFL,
but BC always seems to have another dominating
defensive player on a conveyer belt for when one
leaves. Is there another player on the Eagles' defense who will be a household name soon enough?
GJ: Two weeks ago at Northwestern, Kuechly's replacement, fifth-year senior Nick
Clancy, was the first to put up what we'd

call "Kuechly numbers." Clancy recorded 24
tackles, and it seemed like it was his comingout party, despite the loss. He's been a solid
replacement, and the hope is that he'll only
continue to get better with more time and experience this season. If you're looking for the
next household name, though, that's probably
junior Kevin Pierre-Louis. He is a strong force
at weak side linebacker, but also has great
speed. He has been at his best when he's called
to blitz the quarterback, as he uses that quickness to get around the edge in good time.
RT: What is the general feeling around the
Eagles fan base regarding Head Coach Frank
Spaziani?
GJ: Most fans are ready for Spaziani to
leave. He is not a favorite of many, mainly
because he just has not produced the wins,
especially the big wins. BC has never beaten
a ranked opponent with Spaziani as the head
coach. With a new athletic director on the way
in very soon, Spaziani's days may be numbered. The only thing he can do to have the
slightest chance at saving his job is to start
winning, now.
Player to Watch: WR Alex Amidon. The
wideout has been Rettig's favorite target so
far this season with Bobby Swigert out with
an injury. Swigert has a shot at returning Saturday, which could be beneficial for Amidon
since the defense will now have to focus on
two major targets.
Prediction: The Eagles are close to turning
it around, but I don't see it happening unless
the defense can get off the field quickly and
get the offense — especially the running backs
— to do its job.
Clemson 31 - Boston College 23
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THERE ARE A LOT OF THINGS A MAN CAN DO WITH HIS TIME, AND FANTASY FOOTBALL
IS BETTER THAN ALL OF THEM "
ROBERT SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

The NFL appears to be in shambles after last weekend's
bevy of botched calls — one of them game-changing. It's
hard to imagine this week being more shocking than last
week, but this week will have its fair share of controversy.
Look for a great fantasy matchup in Green Bay vs. New Orleans, as this game could result in a ton of points all aroundPlayers to Start
Matt Schaub, QB, Houston Texans, (vs. Titans) —
Schaub has looked in control so far this year, commanding
the Texans to an impressive 3-0 start. This week they go up
against one of the NFL's worst pass defenses in the Titans.
Schaub could have a break-out performance against this
struggling Titans squad.
Cedric Benson, RB, Green Bay Packers, (vs. Saints) —
Benson has taken over as the primary back in Green Bay,
and though this offense is off to an uncharacteristically slow
start, this could be the game the Packers return to form.
Benson should have a solid day against this porous Saints
defense, and it should be a shoot-out in the Superdome.
DeAngelo Williams, RB, Carolina Panthers, (at Falcons) — Williams and the Panthers' running attack is
always formidable, but with Stewart possibly out for this
weekend, it boosts Williams personal stock for Sunday. Williams should not have a hard time finding running room
against the Falcons, who are 25th in the league against running backs.
Vincent Jackson, WR, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, (vs.
Redskins) — Jackson has not been a dominant force in
the passing game for Tampa Bay yet, but that perception

should change this week against the Redskins. The Redskins' secondary has given up more points to WR then any
other team in the NFL. Look for Jackson to get in the end
zone this week.
Brandon Lloyd, WR, New England Patriots, (at Bills)
— Brandon Lloyd and Tom Brady have connected well
this season as Lloyd continues to raise his receptions every
game. This week Brady and Lloyd will hook up for some
big yards against the overmatched Bills' secondary. Lloyd is
a must-start this week.
Jermichael Finley, TE, Green Bay Packers, (vs. Saints)
— Finley and the rest of this receiving corps have been held
in check so far this season, but going up against this pedestrian Saints' secondary, they could erupt for some big plays.
Finley will be Aaron Rbdgers' main target this week as the
Packers try to get their high powered offense back in gear.

Andre Hawkins, WR, Cincinnati Bengals, (at Jacksonville) — Hawkins has had some big play receptions in
recent weeks, but he is not a primary target in Cincinnati
by any means. Hawkins will only get a few looks this week;
with the expectation that he will only get a few targets, it's
hard to start him.
Percy Harvin, WR, Minnesota Vikings, (at Lions) —
Harvin has not been used effectively yet in Minnesota with
no touchdowns this year. Harvin has a decent matchup this
week against Detroit, but until he shows he can score or get
more yards — sit him.
Jared Cook, TE, Tennesse Titans, (at Houston) —
Cook looked impressive with a long TD last week, but he
was hurt in the process and will get limited reps if any this
week. Even if Cook plays, he will be locked down by this
aggressive Texans defense.

Players to Sit
Michael Vick, QB, Philadelphia Eagles, (vs. Giants)
— Vick has struggled with turnovers this year with six interceptions and three fumbles already. The Giants' defensive line will bring a violent pass rush and keep Vick's big
play ability contained, so sit Vick this week.
Demarco Murray, RB, Dallas Cowboys, (vs. Bears) —
Murray has shown flashes of his potential this year, but you
will not see it this week against the Bears' defense. This
Bears' D has only allowed one rushing TD all year, and no
RB has eclipsed 100 yards.
Kevin Smith, RB, Detroit Lions, (vs. Vikings) -—
Smith lost his job as primary ball carrier in Detroit to Mike
Leshoure. Smith will get limited carries against a stout Vikings front seven who have allowed only 21 fantasy points
to running backs.

Players to Pick Up
Michael Bush, RB, Chicago Bears, (at Cowboys) — Bush
has filled in very nicely for Matt Forte as he struggles with injuries yet again. Bush should have a solid day Sunday in Dallas
and will probably see the end zone at some point and get a full
clip of carries.
Shaun Hill, QB, Detroit Lions, (vs. Vikings) — Hill has
always been a terrific fantasy QB through the years, and this
week he should continue the trend against a shaky Vikings'
secondary. Hill will have a good enough day to start in place
of a few quarterbacks on their bye week this weekend, not to
mention an injured Matt Stafford.
Jeremy Kerley, WR, New York Jets, (vs. 49ers) — Kerley
is one of the few young bright spots on this Jets' offense and
a big play threat. Kerley will be looked to for his big play potential this week against one of the best defenses in the league.

He'll have you texting in no time.
CLEMSON
U N 1 V E R S t T I

MAY 2013 COMMENCEMENT
THREE SEPARATE CEREMONIES
The University wili hold three
commencement ceremonies on Friday,
May 10, 2013 as follows:
COMMENCEMENT SCHEDULE
FOR MAY 10, 2013
9:30 a.m.
Architecture, Arts and Humanities
Business and Behavioral Science
Library
Staff
2:30 p.m.
Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
Health, Education and Human Development
Staff

6:30 p.m.
Engineering and Science
Staff
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CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93,
Next to Gold's Gym!
Hand pain or injury slowing you down?
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSON!!
• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel)
• Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis)
• Arthritis Pain
• Degloving Injuries and Burns
• Custom Splinting

Is krieeor joint pain keeping you from staying active?
We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement,
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries
Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Physical Therapist/Directoi
• Back & Neck Pain
HwyT93 864•722* 6037
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
www.csmr.org
Hip fatn/lnstabilHyv
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SAME frontpage Cl
be effective on Saturday in Alumni
Stadium.
Speaking of Alumni Stadium, the
Tigers have won on only one trip
there in their three games since the
Eagles joined the ACC. This includes
a lethargic effort two years ago after
it looked like the Tigers were on the
verge of turning around their season
following a huge home win against
Georgia Tech.
As I was standing in the Clemson
section watching the Seminoles have
their own version of the "Third Quarter Tidal Wave," I turned to my buddy
and said, "They cannot let this ioss beat
them twice."
That seems to be the theme out of
the team this week. Coach Swinney
took time in his press conference im-

mediately after the Florida State game
to stress the importance of his team
putting that game behind them.
Tajh Boyd held a players-only meeting on Monday to make sure the team
was united as a group.
"People always ask about things like
we're separate," Boyd said. "Offense
does not win games, defense doesn't
and special teams doesn't. We're not
separate. Regardless of the situation,
that loss goes to this team collectively
as a unit. There's no need for anything
to try to divide us."
Maybe this isn't same old Clemson.
Maybe this team is stronger as a unit
than those teams who let one loss become three. No matter what happened
last Saturday, there is still a lot to play
for this season. Winning out in the
ACC keeps the pressure on Florida
State, and even if they do not slip up,
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the thought of a BCS berth is not out
of the realm of possibility.
"We've got Boston College, and then
we have five out of seven after that at
home," Swinney said after the game in
Tallahassee. "We still have an opportunity to have a really good football team;
we have an opportunity to have a great
season."
It sounds good, but talk is cheap.
Everything depends on what Clemson
team runs out of the tunnel on Saturday.
If the Tigers come out with that look
in their eye and that bounce in their
step, then this game could be the starting point for a great season. But if the
team is expecting a tea party and they
come out of the gates slow in Beantown, they are in for a rude awakening.
Then we'll be talking about "same
old Clemson" for real next week.
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will be in the next
issue of The Tiger!
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Like. "The Replacements," the
NFL's hiring of replacement officials
has become a sports comedy.
Blown calls, missed calls and
just plain ridiculous calls have become the norm these days. And
don't think teams haven't noticed.
Prior to their Sunday night football game, the Ravens and Patriots
actually practiced being held in
practice so they would not be at a
disadvantage. Prior" to that game,
the officials had some bad moments but nothing to send Twitter
into a frenzy.
And then came Monday.
The Monday Night Football
blunder may have been the last
straw for the replacement officials. Although a former MVP
and rookie quarterback dueled it
out, the referees stole the show in
a nationally televised game, and it
seemed like everyone had an opinion, including the president.
"NFL fans on both sides of the
aisle hope the refs lockout is settled soon," President Obama said
through his twitter account, <2>
BarackObama.
The commander-in-chief was
not the only person to make his
opinion known via the social
media site.
Reggie Bush: "These refs gotta
go I'm sorry" (@reggie_bush).
Troy Aikmen: "These games are
a joke" (@TroyAikman).
LeBron James: "These replacement refs gotta go man!! Packers just got the game taken from

STEAL from page Cl
the Wolfpack goalkepper Otte.
The Tigers struck gold in the final
minute of regulation to send the game
into overtime. Kyle Fisher took a shot
that hit the corner of the crossbar and
the left post, which deflected back to
Sanchez near the right post. Sanchez
headed the ball to the middle, and
Austin Savage scored over the head of
the Wolfpack keeper.
The Tigers sealed the deal in overtime when Sanchez sent the ball to
Preston Gayton to the right inside
the box. Gayton crossed the ball to
Clemson native Ara Amirkhanian,
who fired the ball into the goal to give
the Tigers the much-needed win.
For the match, Clemson had
15 shots compared to N.C. State's
nine. The Tigers had six shots on
goal, while the Wolfpack had five.
Clemson had six corner kicks to N.C.
State's three. Glodack of Clemson
and Otte of N.C. finished with four
saves each.
Tonight's win marked the fourth
victory over a ranked opponent for
Clemson Head Coach Mike Noonan,
who is in his third season at Clemson.
"I was disappointed that we gave
up a goal in the first half," Noonan
said. "It was .a good play by N.C.
State. They were in the right place
at the right time. It's been that kind
of year for us. The ball deflected off
one of our defenders and it came right
back to one of their players. I was real

them. I LOVE NFL Football too
much to see this type of work"
(@KingJames).
I couldn't agree with the King
more. We all love the NFL too
much to see these replacement
officials destroy the integrity of
the game. Fans are losing, players
are losing and even gamblers are
losing. According to ESPN, the
disputed MNF call shifted $150$250 million in bets.
Along with gamblers, coaches
have money coming out of their
pockets. The Denver Broncos'
John Fox was fined $30,000, along
with his defensive coordinator,
Jack Del Rio, for publicly criticizing officials after last Monday
night's loss to Atlanta. Redskins
Offensive Coordinator Kyle Shanahan was fined $25,000 for an
unsportsmanlike penalty. Conquering them all is the great Bill
Belichik. Known for his vanilla
personality, Belichik surprised
many by racing after an official
following a 31-30 loss to the Ravens. The Patriots head coach received a hefty fine of $50,000 for
grabbing the arm of the official.
The most intetesting factor in
this saga is where they found the
replacement officials. We've seen
a third-grade teacher with little
prior experience, a former lingerie
football league referee and many
division III refs who cannot keep
up with the speed of the game.
These substitute teachers have
officially lost control of their
classrooms. Reach deeper into
those pockets, Goodell, because
America needs Mr. Ed Hochuli
back A.S.A.P.

proud of the team. They came out in
the second half, and they earned the
tying goal. We have worked hard in
the past few daysiT was happy with g
the resiliency of the team. Our first f
goal may not have been the prettiest
goal ever, but we will take it.
"I told the players before the game
that we all need to step up in our
games. We just continue to build
from this win. We must learn to be
consistent with our effort. We had
a great win over a good N.C. State
team. We will continue to work hard
and prepare for the rest of our matches."
Savage sent the match into overtime with his first goal of the season.
"The ball came across the goal, and
I jumped at the right time and hit the
ball in the netting," Savage said. "I
was fortunate to be there at the right
time. The entire team laid it on the
line. We needed this win, and it feels
so great."
Amirkhanian scored his first-ever .
game winner in a Clemson uniform. He
played at nearby Daniel High School.
"We have been working hard in
practice," Amirkhanian said. "We
came together as a team, and this was
a great team win. I think our luck
has changed. I was there at the right
time, when the ball came off the cross
and it hit the keeper, and I was there
to knock it in the goal."
Clemson will hit the road to play
against the Virginia Cavaliers on Friday night in Charlottesville, Va.

Clemson's guide for Arts
and Entertainment
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Ryan Sparks
Staff Writer
It's not often that I find myself actively trying not to blink
throughout a concert. Sure enough though, at the Brooks Center,
in a venue more accustomed to Broadway plays and folk singers,
I found myself feeling bass drops in my chest more than I heard
them. Seldom can an artist captivate the audience's eyes and other
senses just as fully as their ears, but electronic mastermind Amon
Tobin's live ISAM show has unquestionably achieved that goal.
Like a morphed 21st century Q*bert pyramid, Tobin's
innovative 3-D display towered over the audience and provided a
concert experience unlike any other. As futuristic sceneries flew by
and intricate animations moved across the stage, his layered sound
contributed to an incredibly realistic visual landscape. Tobin and

"Taxidermia." Tobin's live set almost exclusively featured tracks off
of his latest record, "ISAM;" one of his most electronic-centered
records to date. He has experimented with genres from jazz to
dubstep throughout his career and never ceases to find new ways
to reinvent his style and to redefine the electronic music scene.
It's pretty rare that an artist of his caliber is brought to the
Brooks Center, but through the work of a handful of Audio
Technology students moonlighting at WSBF-Clemson, the good
people at the theatre "were able to make the event possible. The
success of this show should bode well for the future of more
student-friendly acts that will be making their way to the Brooks
Center as the facility broadens and expands its audience base.
For those who missed the show, I won't lie to you — you
really missed out. If Amon Tobin ever comes to your area, make
the trip, and buy a ticket or two. It will be one of the most
unique shows you will ever see; especially if you can figure out
a way not to blink.

Clemson. S.C.

Leaf Casting
Botanical Gardens
Clemson, S.C.

Friend's Plant Sale
Botanical Gardens
Clemson, S.C.

Pressed Flowers Show
Botanical Gardens
Clemson, S.C.

Livestock Show
T. Ed Garrison Ar<
Clemson, S.C.

9 a.m.
free

10 a.m.
$35

2:30 p.m.
free

3 p.m.
$30

5 p.m.
free

Library Book Sale
Under Library Bridge

WHAT'S
going

his set designers utilized a system of projectors to make this vision
a reality, but this was not an ordinary projection. The line between
the physical cube structure and the animated images was blurred
and was often indistinguishable for the entirety of his set.
Tobin's music was certainly nothing to scoff at as he continued
to deliver inventive music that often relied more heavily on foley
recordings and random noises than traditional instrumentation.
To make his sounds more impactful, the tour brought their own
expansive backline of subwoofers to add to the Brooks Center's
equipment. Every patron received earplugs upon entry, and the
elderly and squeamish weren't the only one's who took advantage
of them. With a bass that could cause heart palpitations, the
entire student-dominated audience found themselves screwing
foam into their ears.
Tobin has released nine studio albums, produced the
soundtrack for Tom Clancy's Chaos Theory: Splinter Cell 3 and
provided music for movies such as "The Italian Job," "21" and
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Couture Week

Katie Zottnick
StaffWriter
When you think of New
York
Couture
Week,
what
comes to mind? Until two weeks
ago, it seemed a dream to me
— something comparable to
Cinderella's reverie of the ball
before
her
fairy
godmother
appeared.
Just like Cinderella's
fairy godmother, my opportunity
appeared, and I grabbed it before
it could evanesce. I found myself
sitting front-row with the Riviera
Media Agency Directors Dianne
Hutton and Jon Michael at the
Andres Aquino Couture Show
in Manhattan's Waldorf Astoria
Hotel.
Usually, mixing two opposites
just does not work. For example,
mixing chocolate chips and tuna

28, 2012 ♦ TimeOut

fish will most likely produce a
dish that is unappealing to a
typical palette. However, there are
exceptions to everything. Every
now and then (if done correctly)
mixing two opposites will create
desirable results. The same goes
for clothes: every so often, when
contrasting variables are paired
together, they create a horrific
scene. Other times, opposites seem
to work and end up fashioning
a whimsy — such was Andres
Aquino's Couture Show.
"I just want to bring about
a variety," said Andres Aquino
about his show's presentation.
"Unconventional" more accurately
describes Aquino's exhibition; while
most shows are simply a parade of

beautifully handcrafted clothing,
Aquino took his presentation to
the next level. Before any piece of
clothing was displayed, Brazilian
dancers, representing Aquino's
heritage, bounced around the
runway, entertaining the spectators
in order "to bring us back to the
Caribbean."
Creating
variety
indeed, the performances then
proceeded to include classiet
dances, such as an impeccable
tango to a slow-paced version of
R.E.M's "Losing My Religion."
Ballet samples by dancers from
The Julliard School and songs
(both popular tunes and classical
opera excerpts) sung by New York's
Broadway singers created a unique
and awe-inspiring show.
Aquino's collection displayed
his devotion to individuality. His
innovative experiments integrated
different textiles and shapes: a
loose gown, color blocked with

brown suede and bright iris blue
charmeuse and draped French
lace bodices that was paired with
multicolored mermaid-cut skirts.
My favorite piece was a bejeweled
cerulean silk corset gown with a
loose chiffon skirt of white rosettes.
Neither the colors clashed nor were
the fabrics consistent, but somehow
the piece created an inspirational
mosaic of cultures across the globe
just as the designer intended.
It was not only the designs, that
brought a variety. Aquino managed
to couple his modern collection
with timeless beauty ideas from
the 1920s and 1930s — finger
waves, bright lipstick and dark eye
makeup. He thus incorporated
different cultures and different
eras together in one setting, and it
proved intriguing to see how each
culture and time period was able to
offset and promote the anomalies
of Aquino's designs.

The LaM Autumn
KristaWunsche
StaffWriter
I vaguely remember Mrs. Migoya, my third grade teacher, telling
me to write a paragraph about my favorite season. The results of
that assignment are scrawled somewhere inside of my third grade
English notebook. The entry reads something along the
lines of "Fall is my favorite season. It is fun to play
in the leaves. It is fun to go trick-or-treating.
Yay for Fall!" As a kid, autumn brought me

Jentry Rose
P —i

Tiger Terrace Tailgate
Sea;
e Lake

everything I wanted: candy and crunchy leaves. Now, as an adult
(well, technically), autumn still is my favorite season. When autumn
comes, the oppressive South Carolina heat dissipates, and cute
scarves and sweaters make their appearance. New Girl is back on
television, and it's time to ingest copious amounts of apple cider and
cinnamon-flavored desserts. As much as I love fall, I'll admit that it
is not perfect. In stores, the yearly parade of kitsch begins its march,
taking advantage of our consumerist tendencies.
Ghost, goblin and witch paraphernalia start lining
the shelves, soon to be followed by pilgrims,
Native Americans and ironically happy turkeys.
Like every good parade, it concludes with the
fat elf himself signaling autumn's departure.
But while fall is still here, there is candy to
buy, costumes to plan and parties to attend.
The beauty of fall is that the lurking negative
parts of the holiday season aren't here yet.
Early autumn serves as the lull before
the storm. It is a time for relaxation and
contemplation without the difficulty of
the holiday busde.
Fall can also be one of the most
romantic times of year. This is not the
modern definition of romance — the
one where two lovers goo and gah over

each other. I'm referring to the romance of Thoreau and Emerson —
the romance of changing leaves, chilly nights and curling up with
a good book and some hot chocolate. There is a certain vitality in
breathing in trie brisk fall ai^ The crispness of the outdoors makes
everything indoors seem especially cozy. When autumn rolls around,
I feel more content with everything I have. There's a reason why
Thanksgiving works so well in the fall.
It's important to remember that this particular autumn is an
especially significant one. It's the autumn of a season of SNL without
Andy Samberg and Kristin Wiig, the autumn of a presidential
election and the autumn of the largest freshman class at Clemson
University. Like every year, it brings a ton of school work as classes
finally get into swing. But also it comes with the bonds of late night
study sessions with friends. How we will survive without a weekly
dose of Andy Samberg and Kristin Wiig remains to be seen. It is
awesome, however, to think that this is the first election in which
most undergraduates will be able to vote. This fall, many of us will be
directly influencing the course of America's future for the first time. It
is also important to remember that, according to the 2012 doomsday
theorists, it's the last autumn the earth will ever see. I doubt
the rumors, but there is no way to be 100
percent sure. So take some
time and enjoy the season,
because for all we know, this
could be our last autumn.

Andrew Bird

I FootbaKvs Boston
!
rnn Stad

Asheviile. N.C.
7 p.m.
S5 donation

9 a.m.
free

3:30 p.m.
$25

8 p.m.
$16

7 p.m.
$28
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Foo Fighters and Pearl
Jam headline Atlanta's
Music Festival
After a six-year hiatus, Atlanta's Music
Midtown certainly delivered in its second year
back. Thousands of music fans descended upon
Piedmont Park in Midtown Atlanta to enjoy
the weekend with rock legends Dave Grohl
and Eddie Vedder. Friday's lineup opened up
with Van Hunt and then featured Joan Jett &
The Blackhearts, Atlanta native T.I. and North
Carolina's The Avett Brothers before finally
culminating with the Foo Fighters. Joan Jett
gave a performance reminiscent of her younger
days while T.I. performed in front of a raucous
home crowd, and The Avett Brothers' folk rock
performance showcased their latest album,
"The Carpenter," which they released earlier
this month.
The evening concluded with a stirring
performance from the Foo Fighters. They
opened with the fast-paced "White Limo" and
played crowd favorites like "Monkey Wrench,"
"Times Like These" and "These Days."
Drummer Taylor Hawkins sang the everpopular "Cold Day in the Sun," and Frontman
Dave Grohl egged the crowd on with covers
of Van Halen's "Everybody Wants Some!!"
and Tom Petty's "Breakdown." After calling
Joan Jett on stage earlier in the show, Grohl
and company teamed up with Jett to deliver
a rocking version of "Bad Reputation." Friday
night set the bar high for Saturday.
And Saturday answered the call. The
stacked lineup opened strong with O'Brother
and Civil Twilight, and it didn't stop from
there. LP, Garbage, Adam Ant, Ludacris, Neon
Trees, Florence + the Machine, Girl Talk and
Pearl Jam played to a sold-out crowd of 52,000.
Atlanta native Ludacris performed his most
popular songs on Saturday's hot afternoon, but
the highlight was his unexpected rendition of
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit." Florence +
the Machine stumbled at the beginning with
technology issues and a mistimed intro but
came back with one of the best performances
of the festival. Florence's "Shake it Out" rocked
the park before finally finishing with a crowdfavorite — "Dog Days Are Over." Girl Talk
gave a heck of a show with his mash-up hits
and onstage dancers.
Saturday's lineup was phenomenal, but
Pearl Jam owned the night. Eddie Vedder's
crew delivered in every way. Favorites like
"Better Man" and "Even Flow" combined with
covers of The Clash and Neil Young combined
for a memorable performance in a rare stop
in Atlanta. Music Midtown proved to be the
best festival in the area with a loaded weekend
lineup, and 2013 looks to be even better. ■
—Andy Burns
Photos courtesy of: SALLY GRAY MAHON
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DID YOU KNOW?
ALCOHOL OFF CAMPUS
WHAT are some alcohol related violations?
• Noise, Possession, Consumption or Purchase of
Alcohol Underage, Driving Under the Influence, Public
Disorderly Conduct, Transfer of Alcohol to a Minor, Fake
ID, or Altering ID
WHY would law enforcement come %> your house or
apartment?
♦ Evidence of laws being violated-ineluding but not limited
to: noise, traffic, crowds, and parking.
DID YOU KNOW? Officers have the right to enter any large
public party that is open to strangers. Sometimes officers are
in civilian clotlfes. If they see evidence of laws being violatedor safety problems, citations can be issued.

*&

WHAT will law enforcement officers dp if they come to a
party?
• If the party if causing a disturbance they can issue a
citation to the owners of the householft, party goers,
and/or ask party goers to leave.
DID YOU KNOW? Parry hosts can be cited for providing
alcohol to thosf under the age of 21.
If the offiqter suspects underage drinking they can check
identifications and can issue citations. The suspected
violator may be required to produce proper identification
if asked.
DID YOU KNOW? When leaving the party, everyone must
be compliant of the law. Sate, legal drivers are a requirement.
All passengers must b| individually buckled.
WHAT happens if yoii are issued an alcohol citation?
* Possible legal penalties can include fines, driver's license
suspension, alcohol classes, probation, and community
service.
• In cases that quality divefsionary/dbmmunity programs
can be requested and complerlfcHftrough the Solicitor's
Office.
DID YOU KNOW? The Office of Community and Ethical
Standards (OCES) may also secure this information and meet
with you through a hearing process to determine if a student
code of conduct violation also occurred. This process and any
related sanctions are separate from legal sanctions.

WHAT is the Medical Alcohol Amnesty Policy (MAAP)
and does it apply off -campus?
• If a student receives emergency medical attention related
to alcohol consumption, the student or caller may qualify
for amnesty from violation of the University's student
code of conduct. Individual follow-up with students)
is done. AmnestyfHoes not exempt the student or caller
from legal ramifications.
DID YOU KNOW? MAAP applies to students and
organizations both on and off campus, in cases that qualify.
-'——

WHAT is a public disorderly conduct or drurtk in public
violation?
• An individual can be issued a public disorderly conduct
citation for appearing grossly intoxicated in a public
location!
-—«_

DID YOU KNOW? Aipublic disorderly conduct citation can
be issued for a variety of reasons including: behaving in a
loud or disorderly ina&ner or using profane language.
WHAT is the penalty for transferring alcohol to a minor?
• Transferring or purchasing alcohofflfor anyone under 21
can lead to a fine or jail time. Driver's license suspension
can also occur.
WHAT is the penalty for using a fakeTD?
• Presenting false identification can lead to a fine, jail time,
and driver's license suspension.
DID YOU KNOW? Llndingjyofr ID to another person for
use is illegal.
_—!ARE alcohol laws and policies enforced on game days?
• Yes, and there is additional |>olice Enforcement as well.
DID YOU KNOW? All officers'have jifisdiction to issue
alcohol citations (inclddingtnindt in possession and transfer
to minors) on game days.
DID YOU KNOW? It is best to cooperate fully in an incident
where law enforcement is called. Respectful compliance
is the best option to serve the purpose of safety and order.
Remember the legal drinking age is 21 and all alcohol laws
and policies are enforced both on and off campus.

This is general information only and is not a substitute for the personal responsibility of students and citizens to know the laws and policies of their
community. The Clemson Community Coalition offers this FAQ as a quick reference resource; for additional information, please contact local law
enforcement and/or your own attorney.
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THIS WEEK'S
RELEASES:
jUno!
Green Day
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Breaking down the college classroom
Auditorium

tTCr

TimeOut says:
The California rockers have ditched
the political pomp and circumstance
of their two albums in favor of loud,
fast, three-minute punk-pop gems.
The end result is the most thrilSng BilHe Joe Armstrong and company have
sounded in years.

Babel
Mumford & Sons

TimeOut says:
The English quartet returns with
another album full of stirring, heartpounding anthems. Its not all that
different than their debut but if it aint
broke, why fix it?

and Shove
No Doubt

TimeOut says:
Gwen Stefani and her Orange
County cohorts return with their first
album in over a decade, but with the
help of Dipb and Major Lazer, they
sound as fresh as ever.

> album title goes here <
Deadmau5
(ktrtkivlifS

^•■wm*^-

TimeOut says:
Goofy album artwork aside, the Canadian producer's sixth studio album
is a mixed bag full of misguided cc+lacerations and undercooked songs.

28, 2012 ♦ TimeOut
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Tweet That:

TODAY:

A Review of Clemson-Relatedl
I, of the Tiger

Ellen Meny
Columnist

founts

Looper

@CU Harcombewrkr

Twitter is a strange beast. It is essentially Facebook's "status" feature,
although all thoughts must be condensed into 140 characters per entry.
Twitter is a mecca for egotistical psychopaths who are cunning enough
to avoid raising suspicion in real life. Twitter, even more than Facebook.
is all about you. People abuse this element, resulting in users who tweet
approximately twice per .03 milliseconds. If I hadanickel for every time
I saw someone tweet something like "I just pooped," I would stone these
tweeters to death with my accumulated nickels. However, there are
many beloved Twitter accounts -1 don't want to completely demonize
twitter.
Because of Twitter's popularity, it's only natural that Clemson has
its fair share of specialized accounts. Since you spend your time writing
Pokemon fan fiction and are too busy to choose which Clemson-related
Twitter accounts to follow, I have done all of the grunt work for you.
The following are my thoughtfully planned reviews of Clemson twitter
accounts. I was not paid to write this article; although when I start my
hunger strike next week, they' 11 be forced to pay me or face being charged
with "accessory to manslaughter." For now though, I'll provide a review
of Clemson-related Twitter accounts, free of charge.

@ClemsonProblems
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We go to a fun, laid-back Top 25 university with perfect weather
and CookOut just around the corner, so naturally, we have a massive
amount of complaints. Enter'(2>C!emsonProhlems, a Twitter account
about Tiger grievances. The point of (8>CiemsonPrablems isn't just to
bond through common comr|||jjfits, though the account also functions
as a cheerleader for Clemson and its multiple Irfveable problems.
Whether it's complaining about parkings announcing the return of the
football team or Internet arguing with USC fans, ClemsonProblemSS
game for anything.
-°&$SSL
Noteworthy tweet: "anyone else ifiju?it was weird auburn tried to
hide the fact their students are weird w having "dragoncon" the same
weekend by blending in."
J
* >^%B
Interpretation: Like a vigilante superfflro ^ClemsonProblems
supports the citizens of Clemson but doesn't follow the rules of social
acceptance. It does as it pleases, supporting some groups and eschewing
others. Although it ocasionally falterjf we uphold it as one of the
most popular Clemson-related account! on Twitter. Remember, @
ClemsonProblems —^SJlhgreat power comes great resogrisibility.

With all due respect to the hard-working cafeteria employees
sometimes the chili is simply too dubious, and the Trix-cereal bars
too stale. Enter the parody twitter account of a suspect Harcombe
worker withi'a long criminal record and questionable sexuality.
Even though Harcombe underwent a makeoveE&this August, it
didn't change what we all love about the dining hall — maggots
and suspect souffles. @CU_Harcombewrkr is the kind of person
who you wouldn't want to meet under the Lightsey Bridge, and I
love him or her or it for that.
Tjk
Noteworthy tweet: "Y'ail are lucky its not free queso day in
harcombe... #secretingredient ;)"
Interpretation: Seriously, you're lucky it's not free queso day
in Harcombe.

^5^5^

Whoopie says:
This time-bending thriller starring
Joseph Gordon-Levitt as a man trying
to perform a hit on Bruce Willis looks
promising. Oh yeah, and the Bruce
Willis' character is Gordon-Levitt's at
an older age. It definitely seems worth
checking out.

@ClemsonGirlProbje
If you're a sorority girl, just a girl or a large hairy male Republican
who secredy wishes he wa^j^girl, tfuVjSsermnt should bring tears of
laughter to yout eyes. @ClemsonGirlProb describes issues that many
Clemson girls face such as hot weather or claiming to be religious while
getting drunk every Saturday. If you're a female and heteronormatiye,
this is the Twitter account for you. ClemsonGirlProb once got in
a twitter fight with Clem_sux, so I give them extra points for that
entertaining fiasco.
Noteworthy tweet: "I love men's gymnastics, but I honestly just
don't understand it. #NotNatural."
Interpretation: Although @ClemsonGirlProb is well meaning, she
or he or it fails to see all sides of life — what don't they understand about
men's gymnastics? That men can't wear leotards and strike fabulous poses
or execute a perfect double jump? I'm on to you <§>ClemsonGirlProb.

End of Watch

w
@Clem_sux
Never before have I read such a foul conglom^atiori^^^HO
character festering cesspools. We should not hate these poor fools;
nay, we should pity them. Pity them for theirJjpgno.rsgffe^Seati
pauperess spiritu.
Noteworthy twjfet: "Guess what today is?? Orangeee ya glad you
don't attend '
Interpretati^iF: N5J
Bient.

lam Sandier voices Dracula in
Bfis 3D animated flick. It may or
'may not suck. (Yes, that was a
vampire pun.)

i

Pitch Perfect
Graphics by: CALEB J
BRINDLEY FAILE ,

An Ode to Dolph Lundgren
MOUTH OFTHEWHOOPIE
Brady Brown
Assistant TimeOut Editor
To most he's known as Ivan Drago, the blonde, spiky haired
villain from "Rocky IV." You know, the one who kills (spoiler)
Apollo Creed. A symbol Communist Russia's tyranny, Dolph
Lundgren's portrayal of Rocky's most formable nemesis has
launched him forever into the American pop culture lexicon as
the Reagan era embodiment of pure evil. But Lundgren is much
more than that. For one, he's a director of films. On the other end
of the spectrum, he's a martial artist - and I emphasize artist.
And at this moment you may be wondering: Why Dolph? Why is he
the subject of this article?
So hold on to your seats because here it comes.
There was a time and place in the history of this acclaimed

ictor&
ut Editor

institution of learning in which the Dolph Lundgren roamed the very
halls you may very well have walked through earlier today. That's right.
Dolph Lundgren attended Clemson University.
Now if you want to get into specifics, no, he is not an actual alumnus.
He only spent a year here before moving onto further schooling, both
in the U.S. and abroad. But no one can take away from the fact that
he was a Clemson Tiger. And hey, as one of my personal mottoes goes:
Once a Tiger, always a Tiger. (Disagree with that statement if you
choose, but I bettet not hear anyone ever say Dolph's anything less than
a Tiger.)
Perhaps I'm being bold here, but I'm going to venture out on a limb
and bestow a title onto Dolph that he's long deserved. So, from now
on, when discussing the new "Expendables" movie or his legendary
filmography (or maybe even the man's martial art prowess), feel free to
refer to Dolph Lundgren as Clemson's Favorite Son. He's a man Tiger
Nation — or to quote Lee Brice, The Orange Empire — should be
proud to call their own.
Oh, and did I mention he studied chemistry? He actually has
master's degree in chemical engineering from the University of Sydney
— top of his class.

pie says:
"Glee" called. They want their
idea back.
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz
1. In the movie "Mean Girls", what slang term
does antagonist Regina George despise?
2. Which burrowing rodent is particularly
susceptible to the bubonic plague?
3. What "Sesame Street" character is the only nonhuman to testify before Congress?
4. Which frequent "Saturday Night Live" host
has a successful career as a banjo player?
5. Now based in Los Angeles, in what city was
the Lakers NBA franchise founded?
6. What is the most commonly grown tree fruit
in the world?
7. What California-based company uses the
unofficial slogan "Don't be evil"?

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS

Beat the Editor

Nov. 22-Dec. 21

TLC just ordered more episodes of "Here
► Comes Honey Boo Boo" — including a
trio of "HOLLAday specials" — so yeah,
it might be a good weekend to drink.
Be nice to your "Sons Of Anarchy'-watching
W friends this week We just lost someone very
speciaitous.

CAPRICORN
^ Dec 22-Jan J9 r

I Brindley Faile
J TimeOut Layout Editor

It may have a bigger screen and an upgrade to
Siri butavoidtheur etobu aniPhone5

'

Brindley's Answers:
1. Fetch
2. Groundhog
3. Big Bird
4. WillFerrell
5. Lake City (Trick)
6. Apple
7. Google

-

If you find a midget with a gun in your
W cupboard, don't worry — you're just living
Feb. 20-M arch 20
inside R. Kelly's "Trapped in the Closet."

9A\ PISCES

ARIES
March 21 -April20

^P April21 -May20

(WoEMDn

m

1>C May21 -June 21

.-{^

Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The
Tiger. Of course, they are much smaller
than this. Good Luck!

y

If there's no food at the event you're at,
you're at the wrong event.

Jan. 20-Feb. 19

Don't listen to your friends — getting
» a Skrillex haircut is a bad idea. (Unless
you're Skrillex, then it's still a bad idea.)

.
Compare your answers with Brindley's
by checking on the top of D8!

g

Pay off your credit card bill instead.

AQUARIUS

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!

—

%*£ SCORPIO

CANCER

'""^tc June 22 -July 22

/fe,
***J2 IK.
Jj^^jf

LEO
n
July Zo — Aug. z J

Console yourself in knowing that no
matter how drunk you get during the BC
game, you could still make better calls
than the current NFL referees.

. Above all else, avoi&anyone with a soul patch
~ this weekend. (And forever.)

Scarf weather is nearly upon us, so if you don't
p already have eight or nine in your closet, go
fix that.

Hurry up and ask him or her out if you want
m
p Bob Saget to one day tell your kids ithe eight
year-long story about how you met.

—
If there's a guy in a rabbit costume

VIRGO
» handing out beer, you are definitely at the
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 right party.

Photo of the Week:

LIBRA

Benjamin Hines

' The Balance of Creativity
and Constraint"-

Sept. 23

Be sure to rock your best sweater to your
W coworker's 21st birthday. He'll appreciate
Oct. 23
how much swag you have.

^

SUDOKU

SkffiLevel: ♦♦♦<0O<
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CROSSWORD
Across
1- Penpoints
5- Absolutely!
8- Marine shade
12- Carpeting calculation
13- Flat-topped hills
15- Kernels
16-Polite address
17-Anew
18- Completely without
madness
19- Having all the angles
equal
22- After taxes
23- Sighs of relief
24- Take five
26- Corn
29- Scram!
31- Man-mouse connector
32- Idaho capital
34- Paris subway
36- Course
38- Marsh of mystery
40- Name of 12 popes
41-Art supporter
43- Sharpens
45- Green prefix

46- Thoroughfare
48- Polish seaport
50- Mgr.'s helper
51-"
Believer" (Monkees
hit)
52- Intelligence
54- Curative
61- End in
(draw)
63Kick Out of You
64- Marsh bird
65- Microsoft game system
66- Artificial waterway
67- McGregor of
"Trainspotting"
68- Hankerings
69- Put on
70- Sigmund's daughter

Down
1- Reputation
2- Oil-rich nation
3- Boyfriend
4- From an Aegean island
5- Safecracker
6- Son of Isaac and Rebekah
7- Travel on water
8- Ques. response

9- Amounts
10- Magazine founder Eric
11- I'd hate to break up
13- Stately residence
14-Animal trap
20- Captain of the Pequod
21- 500 sheets
25- Word that can succeed dance, foot and door
26- Met highlights; 27Service station
28- Illumination
29- Existence
30- Large motor vehicle
31-Keats work
33Paulo, Brazil
35- Barcelona bear
37- "His and
"
39- Like a certain complex
42- For fear that
44- Ditto
47- Moral precept of
conduct
49- Sickness at the stomach
52- Like candles
53-Let
55- Old-fashioned

exclamation of surprise
56-"All The Way To
",
song by REM
57all-time high
58- Large village
59- Ayatollah's land
60- Injectable diazepam, in
military lingo
62- George Strait's "All My
Live in Texas"
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The Coach's Corner
William Chelton
Columnist
DISCLAIMER: William Chelton is not an expert. See a doctor before changing
diet, implementing exercise routine, etc.

Some people become frustrated with their
lack of progress toward a given goal, athletic
or aesthetic. I never wanted to be the person
to tell you that you should give up or that
you shouldn't worry. My purpose is to help
you with your goals. Because everyone is truly
unique and has a different mix-and-match of
personality and body types, there is no one goal
and therefore, no one true path. The chart to to
the left explains my thoughts for this.

Body Type:

Ectomorph

Mesomorph

Endomorph

Celebrity Examples:

Adrian Brody,
Keira Knightly

Matt Damon,
Monica Bellucci

Jack Black,
Rosie O'Donnell

Physiological
Characteristics:

Hard to put on muscle
Doesn't store fat

Easy to put on muscle
Doesn't store much fat

Easy to put on muscle
Stores fat easily

Sports suited for:

Cross Country
Rowing

Track and Field (Sprints)
Football Linebacker

Muscle:

To Gain: Maximal lifts (1RM) with compound
lifts (one-five reps, 5-10 sets):
• Deep Squat
• Deadlift
• Bench Press
• Power Clean
• Standing Military Press
• Strict Pull-ups
Train every eight weeks for size (training should last
for four weeks, and then revert back to maximal):
• Exercises are the same as above
• Except:
o Eight-12 reps for three-four sets
o Push to failure
o If you did not fail on last rep, go
heavier
Eat a lot of food with a protein emphasis. This
body type burns almost everything, but avoid
toxic substances like alcohol. This will help keep
the intensity and focus for the lift sessions.

To Gain: High Intensity
lifts that work all systems
at a higher rate.
• Because you already
have muscle, fine
tuning it and making
it more useful is a
good goal.

REVIEW CHART

Very few people are one body type. Usain
Bolt is the combination of an ectomorph and
a mesomorph, which explains his power and
ability to endure the multiple heats of different
events. Arnold Schwarzenegger is a pure
mesomorph but started out as an ectomorph.
Through the use of steroids (which are bad
on several levels), he was able to change his
body type. With enough effort and time, you
can switch what your mix is, however, you
will always have the genetically predisposed
propensity to have a certain body type. The
mesomorph is a sort of hybrid of the most
desirable characteristics of the ectomorph and
the endomorph, so this view on bodies is not
completely infallible, but it does help to offer
some solutions.

-ORTo Lose: If you want to
lose muscle, don't lift or
do intense exercise. See
below for more details.

I! Track and Field (Shot-put)
1 Football Lineman
To Gain: N/A
To Maintain: Maintenance
lifts to keep muscle mass.
See cardio for explanation.
To Lose: This is difficult
for this body type because
this body type responds
well to starvation scenarios
(holds on to fat if sudden
changes occur). Also, why
would you want to lose
muscle, which is more
metabolically active?

To Lose: N/A

Fate

This definitely does not apply. (N/A)

Maintaining fat
levels: Moderate to low
intensity cardio, two to
three, times a week.
Losing fat: Moderate to
high intensity cardio, two
to three times a week.

Advantages of

Body Type:

Light and Efficient
(good for long distances)

Good Power-toWeight Ratio
(good for shorter foot
races, light contact)

Losing fat: Every type
of cardio imaginable as
often as is practical and
safe. The prime focus is
nutrition.
Eat plenty of healthy
fats, fibrous carbs and
vitamin-packed sugars
(justify your calories by
eating fruits and lots of
vegetables, which have
plenty of fiber). Lots of
lean protein (no milk).
Muscular and Padded
(perfect for brute force
and contact sports)
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# Little Caesars
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Little Caesars*
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TIGER BLVD.
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ITALIAN

HOT-N-READY
CRAZY COMBO

FRESHLY BAKED BREAD COVERED WITH
MELTED CHEESE AND TOPPED WITH ITALIAN SPICES
10 PIECE ORDER!

CRAZY BREAD., 8 PIECE ORDER,
AND CRAZY SAUCE.
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